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MASCOT – a quick, easy and quality 
conscious choice
It is easy to do business with MASCOT. You have an entire 
assortment of workwear and safety footwear at your disposal 
– from head to toe and for all seasons. You only need to shop 
in one place, and you’ll get international support all over the 
world. In addition, you can automate many aspects of your 
trade with MASCOT, as you wish. 

It is also quick to do business with MASCOT. We offer 
user-friendly, online ordering platforms that will save you 
time and minimise errors. We process orders from all over 
the world within 24-48 hours from a fully automated, 
ultramodern logistics centre with a continuous inventory of 
more than 5 million products. Flawless and fast – and, if you 
wish, we can man-pack the workwear. 

If you choose MASCOT, you also make a quality conscious 
decision. It is not just that the workwear and safety footwear 
are thoroughly tested and of the highest quality, it is also that 
MASCOT offers you the most efficient ordering and service 
solutions. Last but not least, it means that when you buy 

products from MASCOT, you know they are manufactured 
under good working conditions. The vast majority of 
MASCOT’s products are manufactured on our own CSR-
certified factories in Vietnam and Laos. We guarantee good 
working conditions – and socially responsible workwear.  

When you do business with MASCOT, you do business with 
a company that continuously develops its products, services 
and solutions. We constantly focus on the opportunities 
and limitations of our customers and potential customers. 
These inputs are the focal point in the development of new 
products and solutions from MASCOT. We will be one step 
ahead to deliver the best solutions to our customers because 
that means our customers also are a step ahead.
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SOCIALLY 
RESPONSIBLE
PRODUCTION

SA8000

DELIVERY
RELIABILITY

AT >98%

FOUNDED IN
1982

INTERNATIONAL
AWARDS

2800+
EMPLOYEES

CERTIFIED
ISO 9001

WORKING 
TOWARDS A 

SUSTAINABLE 
FUTURE

FAMILY 
OWNED

SALES STAFF IN
15 EUROPEAN

COUNTRIES

EFFECTIVE 
FLOW WITH 

SAP

700+ UNIQUE 
PRODUCTS

5,000,000+
PRODUCTS 
IN STOCK

OWN PRODUCTION 
IN VIETNAM AND 

LAOS

OVER 3500
DISTRIBUTORS

WORLDWIDE

ITEM
NUMBERS

30000+
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The CARBON collection 
comprises of safety 
footwear with an innovative 
and flexible sole made 
from XL EXTRALIGHT® EVA, 
which gives the footwear 
an overall low weight, high 
walking comfort and an 
increased level of shock 
absorption.

The MOVE collection 
consists of safety shoes 
and - boots with a low 
weight starting at merely 
440 grams. Footwear in 
the MASCOT® FOOTWEAR 
MOVE collection has a 
unique midsole made of 
Phylon that is both ground-
breaking light and gives the 
shoes a comfortable elastic 
comfort. 

Safety footwear from the 
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR 
ENERGY collection delivers 
exceptional comfort and 
freedom for both your back 
and your feet with the 
help of an extremely shock 
absorbing sole material of 
ETPU.

The FLEX collection is your 
guarantee for optimum 
fit. The FLEX models are 
freedom to move for hours 
without getting tired feet.

The FIT collection has a 
comfortable fit. The FIT 
models are also lightweight, 
flexible and offer great 
shock absorption, retaining 
their comfort even after 
long days of wearing the 
safety footwear.
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The MASCOT® FOOTWEAR 
CASUAL collection is for 
users who want classic 
sneakers. It is footwear 
without safety components 
such as toe cap and nail 
protection.

In addition to all of the 
safety details, the CLASSIC 
collection offers a very 
comfortable fit. Choose 
CLASSIC if you want 
footwear that is slightly 
broader than average.

Footwear from the 
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR 
CLEAR collection is 
washable at 40° C, which 
prevents the spread of 
bacteria and ensures a high 
level of hygiene.

The INDUSTRY collection 
offers robust and hard-
wearing footwear for 
outdoor work. The footwear 
is designed for more 
extreme conditions with a 
strong PU/rubber sole.

The COVER collection offers 
robust and very durable 
boots with the highest slip 
resistance. All products in 
this collection have soles 
that are tested for slip 
resistance on both uneven 
and slippery surfaces.
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CARBON FIBRE
TOE-CAP 

LIGHTWEIGHTFLEXIBLE METAL FREE

Carbon fibre toe cap

The outer material of the footwear is 
made from 50% recycled polyester.

Outsole in flexible XL EXTRALIGHT® EVA gives 
the footwear an overall low weight, high walking 
comfort and increased shock absorption.

MASCOLAYER® nail protection.

All styles in the MASCOT® FOOTWEAR CARBON collection.

MASCOT® FOOTWEAR CARBON
The CARBON collection comprises of safety footwear with an innovative and flexible sole made 
from XL EXTRALIGHT® EVA, which gives the footwear an overall low weight, high walking comfort 
and an increased level of shock absorption. The shock-absorbing soles help reduce that tired-
leg feeling you get after a long day of work. Footwear in the MASCOT® FOOTWEAR CARBON 
collection comes with toe caps in carbon fibre. Carbon fibre is a very strong material, which 
makes the toe cap exceptionally strong and resistant to impact and pressure. Together with its 
particularly flexible MASCOLAYER® nail protection, the CARBON footwear collection gives you a 
high level of walking comfort all day long. 
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F0250-909
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR CARBON | Safety shoe S1P with laces

Product number:  F0250-909

50% polyester/50% recycled polyester Size 42: 385 g

EU size: 39-50 - Width 10 | UK size: M 6-15 - Width 10

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S1P SRC.
• These shoes are completely free of metal.
• The outer material is breathable and easily leads heat and moisture away from 

the foot for excellent comfort.
• The outer material of the footwear is made from 50% recycled polyester.
• The toe caps are made from carbon fibre, a very light and tough material. The 

toe caps are exceptionally strong and resistant to both impact and pressure.
• The flexible and light MASCOLAYER® textile nail protection guarantees 

optimum protection and excellent walking comfort. 
• Outsole in flexible XL EXTRALIGHT® EVA gives the footwear an overall low 

weight, high walking comfort and increased shock absorption.
• The sole is oil and petrol resistant.
• ESD approved to EN IEC 61340-4-3: 2018 + EN 61340-5-1: 2016.

RECYCLED
POLYESTER LIGHTWEIGHT METAL FREE FLEXIBLE

CARBON FIBRE
TOE-CAP 

KNEELING
TEXTILE

NAIL PROTECTION SHANK
SHOCK-

ABSORBING
NON-MARKING

SOLE

OIL/PETROL 
RESISTANT SOLE

FO
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F0252-909
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR CARBON | Safety Sandal S1P with BOA® Fit 
System 

Product number:  F0252-909

50% polyester/50% recycled polyester Size 42: 390 g

EU size: 39-50 - Width 10 | UK size: M 6-15 - Width 10

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S1P SRC.
• The BOA® Fit System is made from extremely durable, high-quality materials. 

BOA® allows you to dial in to a fast, effortless, precision fit.
• The outer material of the footwear is made from 50% recycled polyester.
• The outer material is breathable and easily leads heat and moisture away from 

the foot for excellent comfort.
• The toe caps are made from carbon fibre, a very light and tough material. The 

toe caps are exceptionally strong and resistant to both impact and pressure.
• The flexible and light MASCOLAYER® textile nail protection guarantees 

optimum protection and excellent walking comfort. 
• Outsole in flexible XL EXTRALIGHT® EVA gives the footwear an overall low 

weight, high walking comfort and increased shock absorption.
• The sole is oil and petrol resistant.
• ESD approved to EN IEC 61340-4-3: 2018 + EN 61340-5-1: 2016.

RECYCLED
POLYESTER LIGHTWEIGHT FLEXIBLE

CARBON FIBRE
TOE-CAP KNEELING

TEXTILE
NAIL PROTECTION SHANK

SHOCK-
ABSORBING

NON-MARKING
SOLE

OIL/PETROL 
RESISTANT SOLE

FO

F0251-909
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR CARBON | Safety shoe S1P with BOA® Fit System

Product number:  F0251-909

50% polyester/50% recycled polyester Size 42: 390 g

EU size: 39-50 - Width 10 | UK size: M 6-15 - Width 10

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S1P SRC.
• The BOA® Fit System is made from extremely durable, high-quality materials. 

BOA® allows you to dial in to a fast, effortless, precision fit.
• The outer material of the footwear is made from 50% recycled polyester.
• The outer material is breathable and easily leads heat and moisture away from 

the foot for excellent comfort.
• The flexible and light MASCOLAYER® textile nail protection guarantees 

optimum protection and excellent walking comfort. 
• The toe caps are made from carbon fibre, a very light and tough material. The 

toe caps are exceptionally strong and resistant to both impact and pressure.
• Outsole in flexible XL EXTRALIGHT® EVA gives the footwear an overall low 

weight, high walking comfort and increased shock absorption.
• The sole is oil and petrol resistant.
• ESD approved to EN IEC 61340-4-3: 2018 + EN 61340-5-1: 2016.

RECYCLED
POLYESTER LIGHTWEIGHT FLEXIBLE

CARBON FIBRE
TOE-CAP KNEELING

TEXTILE
NAIL PROTECTION SHANK

SHOCK-
ABSORBING

NON-MARKING
SOLE

OIL/PETROL 
RESISTANT SOLE

FO
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https://www.
mascotworkwear.co.uk/en/

mascot-footwear-carbon

Exceptionally strong and 
resistant toe cap

In order to reduce the weight of the footwear in the MASCOT® 
FOOTWEAR CARBON collection, the toe caps are made 
from carbon fibre. This is an ultra light and exceptionally 
tough material which allows the toe caps to resist impact 

and pressure. Carbon fibre toe caps are also metal free and 
conduct neither heat nor cold.
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LIGHTWEIGHTFLEXIBLE

 
 

COMPOSITE 
TOE CAP

FLEXIBLE

TEXTILE
NAIL PROTECTION

All styles in the MASCOT® FOOTWEAR MOVE collection.

Composite toe cap – does not 
conduct heat or cold.

MASCOT® FOOTWEAR MOVE
The MOVE collection consists of safety shoes and - boots with a low weight starting at merely 
440 grams. The footwear in the MOVE collection has a modern design that lead the mind 
towards sporty sneakers and not heavy, traditional safety shoes. Footwear in the MASCOT® 
FOOTWEAR MOVE collection has a unique midsole made of Phylon that is both ground-breaking 
light and gives the shoes a comfortable elastic comfort. The MOVE collection is safety footwear 
that you don’t want to take off.

Midsole of Phylon that gives the shoes 
a comfortable elastic comfort, and 
outer sole in rubber.

The flexible and light MASCOLAYER® textile nail 
protection guarantees optimum protection and 
excellent walking comfort. 

The front part of the shoe 
bends flexibly with the foot.

Opens and fastens with BOA®, which consists 
of a rotational dial, laces and guides.
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F0300-909
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR MOVE | Safety shoe S1P with BOA® Fit System 

Product number:  F0300-909

Textile Size 42: 440 g

EU size: 36-40 - Width 08 | 39-48 - Width 10 | UK size: L 3.5-6.5 - Width 08 | M 
6-13 - Width 10

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S1P SRC, HRO.
• The front part of the shoe bends flexibly with the foot.
• The BOA® Fit System is made from extremely durable, high-quality materials. 

BOA® allows you to dial in to a fast, effortless, precision fit.
• Composite toecap. The composite material does not conduct heat or cold, 

so the composite toecap provides extra comfort in both hot and cold 
surroundings.

• The flexible and light MASCOLAYER® textile nail protection guarantees 
optimum protection and excellent walking comfort. 

• Midsole of Phylon that gives the shoes a comfortable elastic comfort, and 
outer sole in rubber.

• The sole is oil and petrol resistant.
• The weight of the footwear is among the lowest on the market.
• ESD approved to EN IEC 61340-4-3: 2018 + EN 61340-5-1: 2016.

FLEXIBLE LIGHTWEIGHT
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F0301-909
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR MOVE | Safety shoe S1P with laces

Product number:  F0301-909

Textile Size 42: 440 g

EU size: 36-40 - Width 08 | 39-48 - Width 10 | UK size: L 3.5-6.5 - Width 08 | M 
6-13 - Width 10

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S1P SRC, HRO.
• The front part of the shoe bends flexibly with the foot.
• The composite toecap is completely free of metal. The composite material 

does not conduct heat or cold, so the composite toecap provides extra comfort 
in both hot and cold surroundings.

• The flexible and light MASCOLAYER® textile nail protection guarantees 
optimum protection and excellent walking comfort. 

• Shock-absorbing, light and flexible insole.
• Midsole of Phylon that gives the shoes a comfortable elastic comfort, and 

outer sole in rubber.
• The sole is oil and petrol resistant.
• The weight of the footwear is among the lowest on the market.
• ESD approved to EN IEC 61340-4-3: 2018 + EN 61340-5-1: 2016.

FLEXIBLE LIGHTWEIGHT METAL FREE
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MASCOT® FOOTWEAR MOVE
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https://www.
mascotworkwear.co.uk/en/

mascot-footwear-move

Lightweight safety footwear
Can safety footwear be light as a feather? Unfortunately not, but with the MOVE collection, we 
have done everything possible to reduce the weight of the parts within the shoes. Metal has been 
replaced with composite and textile, and by using new research and technology, heavy parts have 
been replaced with lighter alternatives. This makes the footwear in the MOVE collection among 
the lightest in the industry, very flexible and comfortable to wear.
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F0304-901
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR MOVE | Safety boot (mid cut) S3 with laces

Product number:  F0304-901

Oil Nubuck leather Size 42: 545 g

EU size: 39-48 - Width 10 | UK size: M 6-13 - Width 10

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, HRO, WRU.
• The front part of the shoe bends flexibly with the foot.
• The composite toecap is completely free of metal. The composite material 

does not conduct heat or cold, so the composite toecap provides extra comfort 
in both hot and cold surroundings.

• The flexible and light MASCOLAYER® textile nail protection guarantees 
optimum protection and excellent walking comfort. 

• Shock-absorbing, light and flexible insole.
• Midsole of Phylon that gives the shoes a comfortable elastic comfort, and 

outer sole in rubber.
• The sole is oil and petrol resistant.
• The weight of the footwear is among the lowest on the market.
• ESD approved to EN IEC 61340-4-3: 2018 + EN 61340-5-1: 2016.

FLEXIBLE LIGHTWEIGHT METAL FREE
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F0303-901
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR MOVE | Safety shoe S3 with laces

Product number:  F0303-901

Oil Nubuck leather Size 42: 540 g

EU size: 39-48 - Width 10 | UK size: M 6-13 - Width 10

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, HRO, WRU.
• The front part of the shoe bends flexibly with the foot.
• The composite toecap is completely free of metal. The composite material 

does not conduct heat or cold, so the composite toecap provides extra comfort 
in both hot and cold surroundings.

• The flexible and light MASCOLAYER® textile nail protection guarantees 
optimum protection and excellent walking comfort. 

• Shock-absorbing, light and flexible insole.
• Midsole of Phylon that gives the shoes a comfortable elastic comfort, and 

outer sole in rubber.
• The sole is oil and petrol resistant.
• The weight of the footwear is among the lowest on the market.
• ESD approved to EN IEC 61340-4-3: 2018 + EN 61340-5-1: 2016.

FLEXIBLE LIGHTWEIGHT METAL FREE
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F0302-946
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR MOVE | Safety boot (mid cut) S1P with BOA® Fit 
System

Product number:  F0302-946

CORDURA®/full grain buffalo leather Size 42: 500 g

EU size: 39-48 - Width 10 | UK size: M 6-13 - Width 10

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S1P SRC, HRO.
• The front part of the shoe bends flexibly with the foot.
• The BOA® Fit System is made from extremely durable, high-quality materials. 

BOA® allows you to dial in to a fast, effortless, precision fit.
• Composite toecap. The composite material does not conduct heat or cold, 

so the composite toecap provides extra comfort in both hot and cold 
surroundings.

• The flexible and light MASCOLAYER® textile nail protection guarantees 
optimum protection and excellent walking comfort. 

• Shock-absorbing, light and flexible insole.
• Midsole of Phylon that gives the shoes a comfortable elastic comfort, and 

outer sole in rubber.
• The sole is oil and petrol resistant.
• The weight of the footwear is among the lowest on the market.
• ESD approved to EN IEC 61340-4-3: 2018 + EN 61340-5-1: 2016.

FLEXIBLE LIGHTWEIGHT
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KNEELING

 
 

COMPOSITE 
TOE CAP

LIGHTWEIGHTFLEXIBLE

FLEXIBLE

NON-MARKING
SOLE

SHOCK-
ABSORBINGPU/PU SOLE

140˚ 

LIGHTWEIGHT

All styles in the MASCOT® FOOTWEAR ENERGY collection.

Suitable for working on 
the knee with durable 
TPU toe reinforcement.

Composite toe cap – does 
not conduct heat or cold.

MASCOT® FOOTWEAR ENERGY
Safety footwear from the MASCOT® FOOTWEAR ENERGY collection delivers exceptional comfort 
and freedom for both your back and your feet with the help of an extremely shock absorbing sole 
material of ETPU. The sole material efficiently absorbs the shock of stepping on hard surfaces so 
the pressure doesn’t stress the legs and back. MASCOT® FOOTWEAR ENERGY is optimal comfort 
for your feet. All materials at the forefoot are extremely flexible so the shoe flexibly follows and 
supports all movements. The weight is kept down through metal-free lightweight materials like 
the composite toe cap and textile nail protection, which also make the footwear completely 
metal free.

ETPU insert in the entire sole absorbs 
shock effectively, so the back and legs 
are protected with every step.

The front part of the shoe 
bends flexibly with the foot.

Non-marking, flexible, lightweight 
and shock absorbing two-component 
sole of PU/PU, heat resistant up to 
140° C.
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F0130-849
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR ENERGY | Safety shoe S1P with laces

Product number:  F0130-849

Textile Size 42: 590 g

EU size: 36-40 - Width 08 | 39-48 - Width 10 | UK size: L 3.5-6.5 - Width 08 | M 
6-13 - Width 10

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S1P SRC.
• Uppers of durable textile.
• Removable insole with optimal arch support that can counteract the tendency 

to flat foot.
• The flexible and light MASCOLAYER® textile nail protection guarantees 

optimum protection and excellent walking comfort. 
• The composite toecap is completely free of metal. The composite material 

does not conduct heat or cold, so the composite toecap provides extra comfort 
in both hot and cold surroundings.

• ETPU insert in the entire sole absorbs shock effectively, so the back and legs 
are protected with every step.

• Shock-absorbing, soft and flexible two-component sole of PU/PU.
• ESD Approved.

FLEXIBLE LIGHTWEIGHT METAL FREE
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MASCOT® FOOTWEAR ENERGY | Safety boot (mid cut) S1P with laces

Product number:  F0133-996

Textile Size 42: 610 g

EU size: 39-48 - Width 10 | UK size: M 6-13 - Width 10

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S1P SRC.
• Elastic uppers of durable textile almost feel like an extra sock – they fit close 

and flexibly to the foot and deliver high comfort.
• Removable insole with optimal arch support that can counteract the tendency 

to flat foot.
• The flexible and light MASCOLAYER® textile nail protection guarantees 

optimum protection and excellent walking comfort. 
• The composite toecap is completely free of metal. The composite material 

does not conduct heat or cold, so the composite toecap provides extra comfort 
in both hot and cold surroundings.

• ETPU insert in the entire sole absorbs shock effectively, so the back and legs 
are protected with every step.

• Shock-absorbing, soft and flexible two-component sole of PU/PU.
• ESD Approved.

F0133-996

FLEXIBLE LIGHTWEIGHT METAL FREE
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F0132-996
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR ENERGY | Safety shoe S1P with laces

Product number:  F0132-996

Textile Size 42: 585 g

EU size: 39-48 - Width 10 | UK size: M 6-13 - Width 10

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S1P SRC.
• Elastic uppers of durable textile almost feel like an extra sock – they fit close 

and flexibly to the foot and deliver high comfort.
• Removable insole with optimal arch support that can counteract the tendency 

to flat foot.
• The flexible and light MASCOLAYER® textile nail protection guarantees 

optimum protection and excellent walking comfort. 
• The composite toecap is completely free of metal. The composite material 

does not conduct heat or cold, so the composite toecap provides extra comfort 
in both hot and cold surroundings.

• ETPU insert in the entire sole absorbs shock effectively, so the back and legs 
are protected with every step.

• Shock-absorbing, soft and flexible two-component sole of PU/PU.
• ESD Approved.

FLEXIBLE LIGHTWEIGHT METAL FREE
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LIGHTWEIGHT
COMFORT

MASCOT® FOOTWEAR ENERGY
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SHOCK ABSORBING

LIGHTWEIGHT

FLEXIBLE
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https://www.
mascotworkwear.co.uk/en/

mascot-footwear-energy

Tired of tired feet and sore legs?
Safety footwear from the ENERGY collection delivers exceptional comfort and freedom for both 
your back and feet. The extremely shock absorbing sole material efficiently absorbs the shock of 
stepping on hard surfaces so the pressure doesn’t stress the legs and back.
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F0136-902
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR ENERGY | Safety boot (mid cut) S3 with BOA® Fit 
System

Product number:  F0136-902

Full grain leather Size 42: 650 g

EU size: 35-38 - Width 08 | 39-48 - Width 10 | UK size: L 2.5-5 - Width 08 | M 
6-13 - Width 10

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, WRU.
• The flexible and light MASCOLAYER® textile nail protection guarantees 

optimum protection and excellent walking comfort. 
• The BOA® Fit System is made from extremely durable, high-quality materials. 

BOA® allows you to dial in to a fast, effortless, precision fit.
• Composite toecap. The composite material does not conduct heat or cold, 

so the composite toecap provides extra comfort in both hot and cold 
surroundings.

• Removable insole with optimal arch support that can counteract the tendency 
to flat foot.

• Insert in the midsole of shock-absorbing lightweight material.
• Shock-absorbing, soft and flexible two-component sole of PU/PU.
• ESD Approved.

FLEXIBLE LIGHTWEIGHT
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F0135-902
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR ENERGY | Safety boot (mid cut) S3 with laces

Product number:  F0135-902

Full grain leather Size 42: 630 g

EU size: 39-48 - Width 10 | UK size: M 6-13 - Width 10

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, WRU.
• The flexible and light MASCOLAYER® textile nail protection guarantees 

optimum protection and excellent walking comfort. 
• The composite toecap is completely free of metal. The composite material 

does not conduct heat or cold, so the composite toecap provides extra 
comfort in both hot and cold surroundings.

• Removable insole with optimal arch support that can counteract the tendency 
to flat foot.

• Insert in the midsole of shock-absorbing lightweight material.
• Shock-absorbing, soft and flexible two-component sole of PU/PU.
• ESD Approved.

FLEXIBLE LIGHTWEIGHT METAL FREE
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F0134-902
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR ENERGY | Safety shoe (low cut) S3 with laces

Product number:  F0134-902

Full grain leather Size 42: 600 g

EU size: 39-48 - Width 10 | UK size: M 6-13 - Width 10

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, WRU.
• The flexible and light MASCOLAYER® textile nail protection guarantees 

optimum protection and excellent walking comfort. 
• The composite toecap is completely free of metal. The composite material 

does not conduct heat or cold, so the composite toecap provides extra 
comfort in both hot and cold surroundings.

• Removable insole with optimal arch support that can counteract the tendency 
to flat foot.

• Insert in the midsole of shock-absorbing lightweight material.
• Shock-absorbing, soft and flexible two-component sole of PU/PU.
• ESD Approved.

FLEXIBLE LIGHTWEIGHT METAL FREE
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Suitable for working on the 
knee with durable TPU toe 

reinforcement.

Composite toe cap – does 
not conduct heat or cold.

MASCOT® FOOTWEAR FLEX
The FLEX collection is your guarantee for optimum fit. The FLEX models are freedom to move for 
hours without getting tired feet. The foot is supported and stabilised at the back of the shoe and 
offers plenty of room for movements of the front of the foot. The footwear is also equipped with 
an insole with optimal arch support that can counteract the tendency to flat foot. Stepping into 
the footwear from the FLEX collection feels soft and comfortable. The sole has excellent shock 
absorption, and the front part of the shoe bends flexibly with the foot. At the same time, you get 
shoes that are lightweight.

Insole with optimal arch support that 
can counteract the tendency to flat foot.

The front part of the shoe 
bends flexibly with the foot.

Non-marking, flexible, lightweight 
and shock absorbing two-component 
sole of PU/PU, heat resistant up to 
140° C.

All styles in the MASCOT® FOOTWEAR FLEX collection.
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FLEXIBLE LIGHTWEIGHT METAL FREE
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F0122-771
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR FLEX | Safety shoe S3 with BOA® Fit System, 
Dyneema®

Product number:  F0122-771

Textile/suede Size 42: 620 g

EU size: 39-48 - Width 10 | UK size: M 6-13 - Width 10

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, WRU.
• Insole with optimal arch support that can counteract the tendency to flat foot.
• The front part of the shoe bends flexibly with the foot.
• Uppers of durable CORDURA®/Kevlar®/Dyneema®.
• The composite toecap is completely free of metal. The composite material 

does not conduct heat or cold, so the composite toecap provides extra comfort 
in both hot and cold surroundings.

• Shock-absorbing, soft and flexible two-component sole of PU/PU.
• Slip resistant, durable sole (SRC-certified).
• ESD Approved.

F0121-770
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR FLEX | Safety shoe S3 with laces, nylon/suede

Product number:  F0121-770

Nylon/suede Size 42: 610 g

EU size: 35-41 - Width 08 | 39-48 - Width 10 | UK size: L 2.5-7 - Width 08 | M 6-13 
- Width 10

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, WRU.
• Insole with optimal arch support that can counteract the tendency to flat foot.
• The front part of the shoe bends flexibly with the foot.
• The composite toecap is completely free of metal. The composite material 

does not conduct heat or cold, so the composite toecap provides extra comfort 
in both hot and cold surroundings.

• Stabilisation with MASCOT’s patented multi-function shank, makes our 
footwear suitable even when working on uneven surfaces or on ladders.

• Shock-absorbing, soft and flexible two-component sole of PU/PU.
• ESD Approved.
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F0125-773
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR FLEX | Safety shoe S1P with BOA® Fit System, 
mesh and print

Product number:  F0125-773

Textile Size 42: 630 g

EU size: 39-48 - Width 10 | UK size: M 6-13 - Width 10

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, WRU.
• Insole with optimal arch support that can counteract the tendency to flat foot.
• The front part of the shoe bends flexibly with the foot.
• The BOA® Fit System is made from extremely durable, high-quality materials. 

BOA® allows you to dial in to a fast, effortless, precision fit.
• The composite toecap is completely free of metal. The composite material 

does not conduct heat or cold, so the composite toecap provides extra comfort 
in both hot and cold surroundings.

• Shock-absorbing, soft and flexible two-component sole of PU/PU.
• Slip resistant, durable sole (SRC-certified).
• ESD Approved.
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https://www.
mascotworkwear.co.uk/en/

mascot-footwear-flex

Feel the flexibility
You feel it right away; the shoe feels lightweight. It also passes your next test. You press the 
front part of the shoe towards the heel to see how easily it bends and quickly discover that the 
shoe is more flexible than most shoes. Then, when you try it on, you immediately notice that it 
is extremely comfortable to wear and feels flexible. Even after many hours at work. It feels like 
freedom for your feet. And this is true for all the styles in the FLEX collection.
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F0127-775
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR FLEX | Safety shoe S3 with laces, full grain buffalo 
leather

Product number:  F0127-775

Full grain buffalo leather Size 42: 660 g

EU size: 39-48 - Width 10 | UK size: M 6-13 - Width 10

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, WRU.
• Insole with optimal arch support that can counteract the tendency to flat foot.
• The front part of the shoe bends flexibly with the foot.
• The composite toecap is completely free of metal. The composite material 

does not conduct heat or cold, so the composite toecap provides extra comfort 
in both hot and cold surroundings.

• Shock-absorbing, soft and flexible two-component sole of PU/PU.
• Slip resistant, durable sole (SRC-certified).
• ESD Approved.

FLEXIBLE LIGHTWEIGHT METAL FREE
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F0128-775
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR FLEX | Safety boot (mid cut) S3 with laces, full 
grain buffalo leather

Product number:  F0128-775

Full grain buffalo leather Size 42: 720 g

EU size: 39-48 - Width 10 | UK size: M 6-13 - Width 10

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, WRU.
• Insole with optimal arch support that can counteract the tendency to flat foot.
• The front part of the shoe bends flexibly with the foot.
• The composite toecap is completely free of metal. The composite material 

does not conduct heat or cold, so the composite toecap provides extra comfort 
in both hot and cold surroundings.

• Stabilisation with MASCOT’s patented multi-function shank, makes our 
footwear suitable even when working on uneven surfaces or on ladders.

• Shock-absorbing, soft and flexible two-component sole of PU/PU.
• Slip resistant, durable sole (SRC-certified).
• ESD Approved.

FLEXIBLE LIGHTWEIGHT METAL FREE
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F0141-902

F0140-902

MASCOT® FOOTWEAR FLEX | Safety boot (mid cut) S3 with laces

Product number:  F0141-902

Full grain leather Size 42: 630 g

EU size: 39-48 - Width 10 | UK size: M 6-13 - Width 10

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, WR.
• The front part of the shoe bends flexibly with the foot.
• The composite toecap is completely free of metal. The composite material 

does not conduct heat or cold, so the composite toecap provides extra comfort 
in both hot and cold surroundings.

• Insole with optimal arch support that can counteract the tendency to flat foot.
• Stabilisation with MASCOT’s patented multi-function shank, makes our 

footwear suitable even when working on uneven surfaces or on ladders.
• Shock-absorbing, soft and flexible two-component sole of PU/PU.
• The sole is oil and petrol resistant.

MASCOT® FOOTWEAR FLEX | Safety shoe (low cut) S3 with laces

Product number:  F0140-902

Full grain leather Size 42: 600 g

EU size: 39-48 - Width 10 | UK size: M 6-13 - Width 10

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, WR.
• The front part of the shoe bends flexibly with the foot.
• The composite toecap is completely free of metal. The composite material 

does not conduct heat or cold, so the composite toecap provides extra comfort 
in both hot and cold surroundings.

• Insole with optimal arch support that can counteract the tendency to flat foot.
• Stabilisation with MASCOT’s patented multi-function shank, makes our 

footwear suitable even when working on uneven surfaces or on ladders.
• Shock-absorbing, soft and flexible two-component sole of PU/PU.
• The sole is oil and petrol resistant.

FLEXIBLE LIGHTWEIGHT METAL FREE WATERPROOF
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ESD = ElectroStatic Discharge
ESD occurs when two materials with different electric charges are brought into contact with each 
other. If this electric charge is released to sensitive electronic components, such as a memory card, 
damage can result to the product. This in turn can involve high costs if parts or products then 
need to be repaired or replaced. The intensity of the charge depends on the type of material, as 
well as environmental factors such as humidity and temperature.
ESD-approved footwear dissipates the charge from the wearer’s body, in accordance with EN 
61340, when worn in conjunction with ESD compliant flooring.
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F0100-910
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR FLEX | Safety Sandals S1P with touch fastening

Product number:  F0100-910

Textile/suede Size 42: 565 g

EU size: 35-41 - Width 08 | 39-48 - Width 10 | UK size: L 2.5-7 - Width 08 | M 6-13 
- Width 10

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S1P SRC.
• The front part of the shoe bends flexibly with the foot.
• The composite toecap is completely free of metal. The composite material 

does not conduct heat or cold, so the composite toecap provides extra comfort 
in both hot and cold surroundings.

• Insole with optimal arch support that can counteract the tendency to flat foot.
• Stabilisation with MASCOT’s patented multi-function shank, makes our 

footwear suitable even when working on uneven surfaces or on ladders.
• Shock-absorbing, soft and flexible two-component sole of PU/PU.
• The sole is oil and petrol resistant.
• ESD Approved.

FLEXIBLE LIGHTWEIGHT METAL FREE
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F0129-947
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR FLEX | Safety boot (mid cut) S3 with laces

Product number:  F0129-947

CORDURA®/full grain buffalo leather Size 42: 645 g

EU size: 39-48 - Width 10 | UK size: M 6-13 - Width 10

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, WRU.
• Uppers of durable CORDURA®.
• Insole with optimal arch support that can counteract the tendency to 

flat foot.
• The front part of the shoe bends flexibly with the foot.
• The composite toecap is completely free of metal. The composite 

material does not conduct heat or cold, so the composite toecap 
provides extra comfort in both hot and cold surroundings.

• Stabilisation with MASCOT’s patented multi-function shank, makes our 
footwear suitable even when working on uneven surfaces or on ladders.

• Shock-absorbing, soft and flexible two-component sole of PU/PU.
• Slip resistant, durable sole (SRC-certified).
• ESD Approved.

FLEXIBLE LIGHTWEIGHT METAL FREE
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Non-marking, flexible, lightweight and shock 
absorbing two-component sole of PU/PU, heat 
resistant up to 140° C.

Composite toe cap – does not 
conduct heat or cold.

All styles in the MASCOT® FOOTWEAR FIT collection.

Stabilisation with MASCOT’s patented multi-
function shank.

The flexible nail protection of special textile 
increases comfort and protects against cold.

MASCOT® FOOTWEAR FIT
The FIT collection has a comfortable fit. The footwear provides support and fits closely at the 
heel. At the same time, there is plenty of space in the front, allowing great freedom of movement 
for the toes and front of the foot.
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F0111-937
MASCOT® Manaslu | Safety Shoe S3 with BOA® Fit System

Product number:  F0111-937

Leather Size 42: 590 g

EU size: 39-48 - Width 11 | UK size: M 6-13 - Width 11

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, WRU.
• The flexible nail protection of special textile increases comfort and protects 

against cold. In addition, the textile midsole is larger and better protects 
against nails and sharp objects in a wider area compared with a steel midsole.

• Stabilisation with MASCOT’s patented multi-function shank, makes our 
footwear suitable even when working on uneven surfaces or on ladders.

• The outsole of hard wearing PU is transfer resistant (non-marking). Very slip 
resistant sole/SRC.

• Shock-absorbing insole of EVA. Breathable and with TPU arch support. The 
footwear is ESD approved with this insole.

• The composite toecap is completely free of metal. The composite material 
does not conduct heat or cold, so the composite toecap provides extra comfort 
in both hot and cold surroundings.

• The BOA® Fit System is made from extremely durable, high-quality materials. 
BOA® allows you to dial in to a fast, effortless, precision fit.
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F0113-937

F0114-937

MASCOT® Ultar | Safety Shoe S3 with laces

Product number:  F0113-937

Leather Size 42: 602 g

EU size: 39-48 - Width 11 | UK size: M 6-13 - Width 11

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, WRU.
• These shoes are completely free of metal - a crucial advantage at airports.
• The composite toecap is completely free of metal. The composite material 

does not conduct heat or cold, so the composite toecap provides extra comfort 
in both hot and cold surroundings.

• The flexible nail protection of special textile increases comfort and protects 
against cold. In addition, the textile midsole is larger and better protects 
against nails and sharp objects in a wider area compared with a steel midsole.

• Stabilisation with MASCOT’s patented multi-function shank, makes our 
footwear suitable even when working on uneven surfaces or on ladders.

• The outsole of hard wearing PU is transfer resistant (non-marking). Very slip 
resistant sole/SRC.

• Shock-absorbing insoles are removable, durable and ergonomic.
• ESD Approved.

MASCOT® Trivor | Safety Boot S3 with laces

Product number:  F0114-937

Leather Size 42: 602 g

EU size: 39-48 - Width 11 | UK size: M 6-13 - Width 11

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, WRU.
• The flexible nail protection of special textile increases comfort and protects 

against cold. In addition, the textile midsole is larger and better protects 
against nails and sharp objects in a wider area compared with a steel midsole.

• The outsole of hard wearing PU is transfer resistant (non-marking). Very slip 
resistant sole/SRC.

• Stabilisation with MASCOT’s patented multi-function shank, makes our 
footwear suitable even when working on uneven surfaces or on ladders.

• These shoes are completely free of metal - a crucial advantage at airports.
• The composite toecap is completely free of metal. The composite material 

does not conduct heat or cold, so the composite toecap provides extra comfort 
in both hot and cold surroundings.

• Shock-absorbing insoles are removable, durable and ergonomic.
• ESD Approved.

METAL FREE
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F0109-937

F0110-937

MASCOT® Bimberi Peak | Safety Boot S3 with laces

Product number:  F0109-937

Leather Size 42: 602 g

EU size: 35-41 - Width 08 | 39-48 - Width 11 | UK size: L 2.5-7 - Width 08 | M 6-13 
- Width 11

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, WRU.
• The flexible nail protection of special textile increases comfort and protects 

against cold. In addition, the textile midsole is larger and better protects 
against nails and sharp objects in a wider area compared with a steel midsole.

• The outsole of hard wearing PU is transfer resistant (non-marking). Very slip 
resistant sole/SRC.

• Stabilisation with MASCOT’s patented multi-function shank, makes our 
footwear suitable even when working on uneven surfaces or on ladders.

• These shoes are completely free of metal - a crucial advantage at airports.
• The composite toecap is completely free of metal. The composite material 

does not conduct heat or cold, so the composite toecap provides extra comfort 
in both hot and cold surroundings.

• Shock-absorbing insoles are removable, durable and ergonomic.
• ESD Approved.

MASCOT® Mont Blanc | Safety Shoe S3 with laces

Product number:  F0110-937

Leather Size 42: 602 g

EU size: 35-41 - Width 08 | 39-48 - Width 11 | UK size: L 2.5-7 - Width 08 | M 6-13 
- Width 11

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, WRU.
• These shoes are completely free of metal - a crucial advantage at airports.
• The composite toecap is completely free of metal. The composite material 

does not conduct heat or cold, so the composite toecap provides extra comfort 
in both hot and cold surroundings.

• The flexible nail protection of special textile increases comfort and protects 
against cold. In addition, the textile midsole is larger and better protects 
against nails and sharp objects in a wider area compared with a steel midsole.

• Stabilisation with MASCOT’s patented multi-function shank, makes our 
footwear suitable even when working on uneven surfaces or on ladders.

• The outsole of hard wearing PU is transfer resistant (non-marking). Very slip 
resistant sole/SRC.

• Shock-absorbing insole of EVA. Breathable and with TPU arch support. The 
footwear is ESD approved with this insole.

METAL FREE
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F0107-937
MASCOT® Alpamayo | Safety Sandal S1P with hook & loop band fastening

Product number:  F0107-937

Leather Size 42: 540 g

EU size: 35-41 - Width 08 | 39-48 - Width 11 | UK size: L 2.5-7 - Width 08 | M 6-13 
- Width 11

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S1P SRC.
• Hook & loop band fastening, which can be shortened.
• The outsole of hard wearing PU is transfer resistant (non-marking). Very slip 

resistant sole/SRC.
• These shoes are completely free of metal with a textile nail protection that 

makes them suitable, for example, for work at airports, and avoids the risk of 
thermal bridges.

• Stabilisation with MASCOT’s patented multi-function shank, makes our 
footwear suitable even when working on uneven surfaces or on ladders.

• Shock-absorbing insoles are removable, durable and ergonomic.
• The composite toecap is completely free of metal. The composite material 

does not conduct heat or cold, so the composite toecap provides extra comfort 
in both hot and cold surroundings.

• ESD Approved.
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F0108-937
MASCOT® Fujiyama | Safety Shoe S1P with laces

Product number:  F0108-937

Leather Size 42: 524 g

EU size: 35-41 - Width 08 | 39-48 - Width 11 | UK size: L 2.5-7 - Width 08 | M 6-13 
- Width 11

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S1P SRC.
• Breathable textile lining and textile inserts in the shaft for better airflow.
• The composite toecap is completely free of metal. The composite material 

does not conduct heat or cold, so the composite toecap provides extra comfort 
in both hot and cold surroundings.

• The outsole of hard wearing PU is transfer resistant (non-marking). Very slip 
resistant sole/SRC.

• These shoes are completely free of metal with a textile nail protection that 
makes them suitable, for example, for work at airports, and avoids the risk of 
thermal bridges.

• Shock-absorbing insoles are removable, durable and ergonomic.
• Stabilisation with MASCOT’s patented multi-function shank, makes our 

footwear suitable even when working on uneven surfaces or on ladders.
• ESD Approved.
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Metal free shoes
You will find the combination between metal 
free toe caps and metal free nail protection 
in the CARBON, MOVE, ENERGY, FIT and 
FLEX collections. If you want to avoid metal 
completely, you should choose footwear 
without Boa®, as the Boa® system is based on 
a wire system of stainless steel.

Also remember!
… to choose your socks carefully. The socks have to be 
moisture wicking, so you won’t get wet feet. Wet feet 
quickly become cold feet. Your socks may also need to 
be extra insulating if you work in cold environments.

No more cold feet
Metal conducts heat and cold. That’s why 
safety footwear with metal nail protection 
and metal toe caps can feel cold on the feet, 
and especially the toes, when working in 
cooler surroundings.
This can be avoided by choosing a pair 
of metal-free shoes, which don’t subject 
your feet to extra cold and heat from the 
outside. The nail protection is made from a 
tough textile midsole, which protects your 
feet against sharp objects underneath the 
footwear in exactly the same way as metal 
does. The toe caps are made either from 
carbon fibre or from composite – materials 
which are lighter than metal. Moreover, 
carbon fibre and composite toe caps also 
provide certified protection against pressure 
in just the same way as metal toe caps do.
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F0144-902
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR FIT | Safety boot (high cut) S3 with laces

Product number:  F0144-902

Full grain leather Size 42: 650 g

EU size: 39-48 - Width 11 | UK size: M 6-13 - Width 11

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, WRU.
• The front part of the shoe bends flexibly with the foot.
• The composite toecap is completely free of metal. The composite material 

does not conduct heat or cold, so the composite toecap provides extra comfort 
in both hot and cold surroundings.

• The flexible nail protection of special textile increases comfort and protects 
against cold.

• The outsole of hard wearing PU is transfer resistant (non-marking). Very slip 
resistant sole/SRC.

• Stabilisation with MASCOT’s patented multi-function shank, makes our 
footwear suitable even when working on uneven surfaces or on ladders.

• Shock-absorbing insoles are removable, durable and ergonomic.
• ESD Approved.

FLEXIBLE LIGHTWEIGHT METAL FREE
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F0142-902
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR FIT | Safety shoe (low cut) S3 with laces

Product number:  F0142-902

Full grain leather Size 42: 600 g

EU size: 39-48 - Width 11 | UK size: M 6-13 - Width 11

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, WRU.
• The front part of the shoe bends flexibly with the foot.
• The composite toecap is completely free of metal. The composite material 

does not conduct heat or cold, so the composite toecap provides extra comfort 
in both hot and cold surroundings.

• The flexible nail protection of special textile increases comfort and protects 
against cold.

• The outsole of hard wearing PU is transfer resistant (non-marking). Very slip 
resistant sole/SRC.

• Stabilisation with MASCOT’s patented multi-function shank, makes our 
footwear suitable even when working on uneven surfaces or on ladders.

• Shock-absorbing insoles are removable, durable and ergonomic.
• ESD Approved.

FLEXIBLE LIGHTWEIGHT METAL FREE
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F0143-902
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR FIT | Safety boot (mid cut) S3 with laces

Product number:  F0143-902

Full grain leather Size 42: 630 g

EU size: 39-48 - Width 11 | UK size: M 6-13 - Width 11

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, WRU.
• The front part of the shoe bends flexibly with the foot.
• The composite toecap is completely free of metal. The composite material 

does not conduct heat or cold, so the composite toecap provides extra comfort 
in both hot and cold surroundings.

• The flexible nail protection of special textile increases comfort and protects 
against cold.

• The outsole of hard wearing PU is transfer resistant (non-marking). Very slip 
resistant sole/SRC.

• Stabilisation with MASCOT’s patented multi-function shank, makes our 
footwear suitable even when working on uneven surfaces or on ladders.

• Shock-absorbing insoles are removable, durable and ergonomic.
• ESD Approved.

FLEXIBLE LIGHTWEIGHT METAL FREE
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ALU TOE-CAP 
ERGONOMIC

SHOCK-
ABSORBING

PU/RUBBER 
SOLE

HRO

SHANK

KNEELING

Ergonomic aluminium toe cap for 
extra toe protection and increased 
space for the toes to move.

Shock-absorbing, extremely slip resistant two-component sole of PU/
rubber, resistant to 300 °C contact heat.

Suitable for working on the 
knee with durable TPU toe 
reinforcement.

All styles in the MASCOT® FOOTWEAR INDUSTRY collection.

Stabilisation with MASCOT’s patented multi-function 
shank.

Opens and fastens with BOA®, which consists of 
a rotational dial, laces and guides.

MASCOT® FOOTWEAR INDUSTRY
The MASCOT® FOOTWEAR INDUSTRY collection offers robust and hard-wearing footwear for 
outdoor work. The footwear is designed to resist wear when crawling around on concrete floors, 
working in sewer pipes or in other similiar environments. This footwear is ideal for more extreme 
conditions with a sole made of strong PU/rubber that is heat resistant up to 300° C contact heat. 
The strong scuff cap makes the footwear extremely hard-wearing for kneeling work. It also has a 
non-slip sole, with a specially designed pattern that releases dirt and mud when the sole bends 
while walking.
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F0451-902
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR INDUSTRY | Safety shoe S3 with BOA® Fit System 

Product number:  F0451-902

Full grain leather Size 42: 730 g

EU size: 39-48 - Width 11 | UK size: M 6-13 - Width 11

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, HRO, WRU.
• The BOA® Fit System is made from extremely durable, high-quality materials. 

BOA® allows you to dial in to a fast, effortless, precision fit.
• The ergonomic aluminium toe cap provides more protection and gives greater 

freedom and comfort of movement.
• The flexible nail protection of special textile increases comfort and protects 

against cold. In addition, the textile midsole is larger and better protects 
against nails and sharp objects in a wider area compared with a steel midsole.

• Stabilisation with MASCOT’s patented multi-function shank, makes our 
footwear suitable even when working on uneven surfaces or on ladders.

• Sole of PU/rubber is especially designed for demanding environments and can 
resist temperatures up to 300° C contact heat.

• The sole is oil and petrol resistant.
• ESD approved to EN IEC 61340-4-3: 2018 + EN 61340-5-1: 2016.
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https://www.
mascotworkwear.co.uk/en/
mascot-footwear-industry

BOA® Fit System – fast and 
effortless precision fit

1. Press the dial to activate the system.

2. Turn the dial to lace the footwear 
until the perfect fit is achieved. The 
dial tightens the laces as you turn.

3. Lift the dial to instantly loosen the 
laces.

BOA® is designed to make it quick and 
easy to pull your shoes on and off. It 
provides you with a strong, adjustable 
and firm fit that will hold steady all day 
long.

Quick and secure fastening
You may already be familiar with easy fastening solutions from your sports shoes or hiking 
boots. But what about the safety footwear that you use every day? Try footwear with the micro-
adjustable BOA®. It not only allows you to put your footwear on really quickly, but the lightweight 
stainless steel laces also evenly distribute pressure over the metatarsus, so nothing ever feels 
uncomfortable. BOA® makes sure your footwear fit securely to your foot and ensures stable and 
supportive walking comfort on all surfaces. Quick and easy.
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F0452-902
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR INDUSTRY | Safety Boot S3 with BOA® Fit System

Product number:  F0452-902

Full grain leather Size 42: 780 g

EU size: 39-48 - Width 11 | UK size: M 6-13 - Width 11

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, HRO, WR.
• The BOA® Fit System is made from extremely durable, high-quality materials. 

BOA® allows you to dial in to a fast, effortless, precision fit.
• The ergonomic aluminium toe cap provides more protection and gives greater 

freedom and comfort of movement.
• The flexible nail protection of special textile increases comfort and protects 

against cold. In addition, the textile midsole is larger and better protects 
against nails and sharp objects in a wider area compared with a steel midsole.

• Stabilisation with MASCOT’s patented multi-function shank, makes our 
footwear suitable even when working on uneven surfaces or on ladders.

• The waterproof and breathable membrane in MASCOTEX® keeps feet dry all 
day long.

• Sole of PU/rubber is especially designed for demanding environments and can 
resist temperatures up to 300° C contact heat.

• The sole is oil and petrol resistant.
• ESD approved to EN IEC 61340-4-3: 2018 + EN 61340-5-1: 2016.
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F0453-902
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR INDUSTRY | Safety Boot S3 with BOA® Fit System

Product number:  F0453-902

Full grain leather Size 42: 830 g

EU size: 39-48 - Width 11 | UK size: M 6-13 - Width 11

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, HRO, WR, CI.
• The BOA® Fit System is made from extremely durable, high-quality materials. 

BOA® allows you to dial in to a fast, effortless, precision fit.
• The ergonomic aluminium toe cap provides more protection and gives greater 

freedom and comfort of movement.
• The flexible nail protection of special textile increases comfort and protects 

against cold. In addition, the textile midsole is larger and better protects 
against nails and sharp objects in a wider area compared with a steel midsole.

• Stabilisation with MASCOT’s patented multi-function shank, makes our 
footwear suitable even when working on uneven surfaces or on ladders.

• Insulating lining of Thinsulate ™ Insulation ensures the foot stays warm 
despite the cold conditions.

• The waterproof and breathable membrane in MASCOTEX® keeps feet dry all 
day long.

• Sole of PU/rubber is especially designed for demanding environments and can 
resist temperatures up to 300° C contact heat.

• The sole is oil and petrol resistant.
• ESD approved to EN IEC 61340-4-3: 2018 + EN 61340-5-1: 2016.
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F0455-902

F0454-902

MASCOT® FOOTWEAR INDUSTRY | Safety boot S3 with laces

Product number:  F0455-902

Full grain leather Size 42: 750 g

EU size: 39-48 - Width 11 | UK size: M 6-13 - Width 11

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, HRO, WRU.
• The ergonomic aluminium toe cap provides more protection and gives greater 

freedom and comfort of movement.
• The flexible nail protection of special textile increases comfort and protects 

against cold. In addition, the textile midsole is larger and better protects 
against nails and sharp objects in a wider area compared with a steel midsole.

• Stabilisation with MASCOT’s patented multi-function shank, makes our 
footwear suitable even when working on uneven surfaces or on ladders.

• Shock-absorbing insoles are removable, durable and anti-static.
• Sole of PU/rubber is especially designed for demanding environments and can 

resist temperatures up to 300° C contact heat.
• The sole is oil and petrol resistant.
• ESD approved to EN IEC 61340-4-3: 2018 + EN 61340-5-1: 2016.

MASCOT® FOOTWEAR INDUSTRY | Safety shoe S3 with laces

Product number:  F0454-902

Full grain leather Size 42: 700 g

EU size: 39-48 - Width 11 | UK size: M 6-13 - Width 11

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, HRO, WRU.
• The ergonomic aluminium toe cap provides more protection and gives greater 

freedom and comfort of movement.
• The flexible nail protection of special textile increases comfort and protects 

against cold. In addition, the textile midsole is larger and better protects 
against nails and sharp objects in a wider area compared with a steel midsole.

• Stabilisation with MASCOT’s patented multi-function shank, makes our 
footwear suitable even when working on uneven surfaces or on ladders.

• Shock-absorbing insoles are removable, durable and anti-static.
• Sole of PU/rubber is especially designed for demanding environments and can 

resist temperatures up to 300° C contact heat.
• The sole is oil and petrol resistant.
• ESD approved to EN IEC 61340-4-3: 2018 + EN 61340-5-1: 2016.
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F0457-902

F0456-902

MASCOT® FOOTWEAR INDUSTRY | Safety Boot S3 with touch fastening

Product number:  F0457-902

Full grain leather Size 42: 730 g

EU size: 39-48 - Width 11 | UK size: M 6-13 - Width 11

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, HRO, WRU.
• The ergonomic aluminium toe cap provides more protection and gives greater 

freedom and comfort of movement.
• The flexible nail protection of special textile increases comfort and protects 

against cold. In addition, the textile midsole is larger and better protects 
against nails and sharp objects in a wider area compared with a steel midsole.

• Stabilisation with MASCOT’s patented multi-function shank, makes our 
footwear suitable even when working on uneven surfaces or on ladders.

• Shock-absorbing insoles are removable, durable and anti-static.
• Sole of PU/rubber is especially designed for demanding environments and can 

resist temperatures up to 300° C contact heat.
• The sole is oil and petrol resistant.
• ESD approved to EN IEC 61340-4-3: 2018 + EN 61340-5-1: 2016.

MASCOT® FOOTWEAR INDUSTRY | Safety Shoe S3 with touch fastening

Product number:  F0456-902

Full grain leather Size 42: 700 g

EU size: 39-48 - Width 11 | UK size: M 6-13 - Width 11

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, HRO, WRU.
• The ergonomic aluminium toe cap provides more protection and gives greater 

freedom and comfort of movement.
• The flexible nail protection of special textile increases comfort and protects 

against cold. In addition, the textile midsole is larger and better protects 
against nails and sharp objects in a wider area compared with a steel midsole.

• Stabilisation with MASCOT’s patented multi-function shank, makes our 
footwear suitable even when working on uneven surfaces or on ladders.

• Shock-absorbing insoles are removable, durable and anti-static.
• Sole of PU/rubber is especially designed for demanding environments and can 

resist temperatures up to 300° C contact heat.
• The sole is oil and petrol resistant.
• ESD approved to EN IEC 61340-4-3: 2018 + EN 61340-5-1: 2016.
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F0221-902
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR INDUSTRY | Safety Shoe S3 with laces

Product number:  F0221-902

Full grain leather Size 42: 747 g

EU size: 38-48 - Width 10 | UK size: L 5-13 - Width 10

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, HRO, WRU, M.
• Metatarsal protection. Upper with extra protection against pressure on the 

in-step - minimising the risk of impact and breaks.
• Composite toecap. The composite material does not conduct heat or cold, 

so the composite toecap provides extra comfort in both hot and cold 
surroundings.

• Shock-absorbing insoles are removable, durable and anti-static.
• Sole of PU/rubber is especially designed for demanding environments and can 

resist temperatures up to 300° C contact heat.
• The sole is oil and petrol resistant.
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F0220-902
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR INDUSTRY | Safety boot S3 with laces

Product number:  F0220-902

Full grain leather Size 42: 800 g

EU size: 38-48 - Width 10 | UK size: L 5-13 - Width 10

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, HRO, WRU, M.
• Metatarsal protection. Upper with extra protection against pressure on the 

in-step - minimising the risk of impact and breaks.
• Composite toecap. The composite material does not conduct heat or cold, 

so the composite toecap provides extra comfort in both hot and cold 
surroundings.

• Shock-absorbing insoles are removable, durable and anti-static.
• Sole of PU/rubber is especially designed for demanding environments and can 

resist temperatures up to 300° C contact heat.
• The sole is oil and petrol resistant.
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Metatarsal protection
Footwear with metatarsal protection gives the user extra peace of mind as it protects against 
impact and pressure to the metatarsus. The inbuilt metatarsal protection is made from a 
specially-developed EVA material, has shock-absorbing properties and feels soft and comfy in the 
shoe. Moreover, it is designed so that you hardly even notice it is there when walking or working.
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F0074-902
MASCOT® Elbrus | Safety Boot S3 with laces

Product number:  F0074-902

Buffalo leather Size 42: 761 g

EU size: 39-48 - Width 11 | UK size: M 6-13 - Width 11

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, HRO, WRU.
• The ergonomically formed aluminium toe cap gives better protection to the 

toes and avoids irritations when bending your foot.
• Sole of PU/rubber is especially designed for demanding environments and can 

resist temperatures up to 300° C contact heat.
• Extremely durable PU scuff cap makes the footwear ideal for working on the 

knees.
• Great comfort with a shock-absorbing midsole.
• Be seen – the reflective effect increases your safety.
• Stabilisation with MASCOT’s patented multi-function shank, makes our 

footwear suitable even when working on uneven surfaces or on ladders.
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F0073-902
MASCOT® Oro | Safety Shoe S3 with laces

Product number:  F0073-902

Buffalo leather Size 42: 690 g

EU size: 39-48 - Width 11 | UK size: M 6-13 - Width 11

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, HRO, WRU.
• The ergonomically formed aluminium toe cap gives better protection to the 

toes and avoids irritations when bending your foot.
• Sole of PU/rubber is especially designed for demanding environments and can 

resist temperatures up to 300° C contact heat.
• Extremely durable PU scuff cap makes the footwear ideal for working on the 

knees.
• Great comfort with a shock-absorbing midsole.
• Be seen – the reflective effect increases your safety.
• Stablised with TPU-inserts that also provide high durability to the heel when 

removing the shoes.

ALU TOE-CAP 
ERGONOMIC

TEXTILE
NAIL PROTECTION SHANK

PU/RUBBER 
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REPELLENT
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With three layer ankle protection

- certified according to EN ISO 20345 with a pressure 
effect of 4.8 kN.

F0165-902
MASCOT® Batura Plus | Safety Boot S3 with laces

Product number:  F0165-902

Full grain Size 42: 940 g

EU size: 39-48 - Width 11 | UK size: M 6-13 - Width 11

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, HRO, WRU.
• Ergonomically designed aluminum toe cap for freedom of movement.
• Three-layer ankle protection absorbs and spreads the pressure and impact on 

the ankle, certified according to EN ISO 20345.
• Extremely durable PU scuff cap makes the footwear ideal for working on the 

knees.
• Sole of PU/rubber is especially designed for demanding environments and can 

resist temperatures up to 300° C contact heat.
• Flame retardant Nomex® laces.
• Slip resistant and hard wearing outsole (SRC-certified) - Oil and petrol resistant 

as well as resistant to certain chemicals.

ALU TOE-CAP 
ERGONOMIC
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NAIL PROTECTION SHANK
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Stores the foot’s 
own heat in small air 
pocketsKeeps the heat in 

around your feet

Stay warm with Thinsulate™

Thinsulate™ Insulation is an insulating material which is used in many 
different types of shoes and clothing. The light synthetic fabric material 
stores heat from your feet in tiny air holes in the fabric, keeping them 
warm.  At the same time, it passes moisture from the feet out through 
the material and away from the feet, keeping them dry. Thinsulate™ 
footwear is the obvious choice in footwear for cold situations, when it 
is vital to keep warmth in and moisture out.

Allows moisture to pass 
through, keeping your 
feet dry

F0084-902
MASCOT® Craig | Safety Boot S3 with laces

Product number:  F0084-902

Full grain Size 42: 1025 g

EU size: 39-48 - Width 11 | UK size: M 6-13 - Width 11

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, HRO, WRU.
• Insulating lining of Thinsulate ™ Insulation ensures the foot stays warm 

despite the cold conditions.
• The sole is oil and petrol resistant.
• Stabilisation with MASCOT’s patented multi-function shank, makes our 

footwear suitable even when working on uneven surfaces or on ladders.
• The flexible nail protection of special textile increases comfort and protects 

against cold. In addition, the textile midsole is larger and better protects 
against nails and sharp objects in a wider area compared with a steel midsole.

• Ergonomically designed aluminum toe cap for freedom of movement.
• Extremely durable PU scuff cap makes the footwear ideal for working on the 

knees.
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F0025-901-0902F0014-901-0902
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PU/TPU SOLE

120˚ 

TEXTILE
NAIL PROTECTION

SHANK

KNEELING

ALU TOE-CAP 
ERGONOMIC

Two-component sole of PU/TPU, 
resistant to 120°C.

Extra long lifetime with durable 
TPU reinforcement at the toe.

Ergonomic aluminium toe cap for 
extra toe protection and increased 
space for the toes to move.

The flexible nail protection of special textile 
increases comfort and protects against cold.

All styles in the MASCOT® FOOTWEAR CLASSIC collection.

Stabilisation with MASCOT’s patented 
multi-function shank.

MASCOT® FOOTWEAR CLASSIC
In addition to all of their safety details, the CLASSIC collection offers a very comfortable fit. 
There are also models in this collection that you should choose if you want footwear that is 
slightly broader than average. The CLASSIC models are ideal for many types of tasks and trades 
within light construction and crafts, when you are working both indoors and outdoors.
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F0014-901
MASCOT® Kilimanjaro | Safety Shoe S3 with laces

Product number:  F0014-901

Oil Nubuck Size 42: 670 g

EU size: 39-48 - Width 11 | UK size: M 6-13 - Width 11

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, WRU.
• The ergonomically formed aluminium toe cap gives better protection to the 

toes and avoids irritations when bending your foot.
• The flexible nail protection of special textile increases comfort and protects 

against cold. In addition, the textile midsole is larger and better protects 
against nails and sharp objects in a wider area compared with a steel midsole.

• Extra long lifetime with durable TPU reinforcement at the toe.
• Superior comfort with shock absorbing zones in both the heel and sole.
• Stabilisation with MASCOT’s patented multi-function shank, makes our 

footwear suitable even when working on uneven surfaces or on ladders.
• Slip resistant, durable sole (SRC-certified).

ALU TOE-CAP 
ERGONOMIC

TEXTILE
NAIL PROTECTION SHANK KNEELING PU/TPU SOLE

120˚ 

OIL/PETROL 
RESISTANT SOLE

FO

LADDER GRIP
SHOCK-

ABSORBING
WATER-

REPELLENT

WRU

F0025-901
MASCOT® Kenya | Safety Boot S3 with laces

Product number:  F0025-901

Oil Nubuck Size 42: 760 g

EU size: 39-48 - Width 11 | UK size: M 6-13 - Width 11

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S3 SRC, WRU.
• Waterproof and breathable Sympatex® membrane.
• Stabilisation with MASCOT’s patented multi-function shank, makes our 

footwear suitable even when working on uneven surfaces or on ladders.
• The flexible nail protection of special textile increases comfort and protects 

against cold. In addition, the textile midsole is larger and better protects 
against nails and sharp objects in a wider area compared with a steel midsole.

• Extra long lifetime with durable TPU reinforcement at the toe.
• Ergonomically designed aluminum toe cap for freedom of movement.

ALU TOE-CAP 
ERGONOMIC

TEXTILE
NAIL PROTECTION SHANK KNEELING PU/TPU SOLE

120˚ 

OIL/PETROL 
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Non Safety

METAL FREE

SHOCK-
ABSORBING

NON-MARKING
SOLE

LIGHTWEIGHTFLEXIBLE

Shock-absorbing comfort 
sole

Non-marking sole – no scuff marks

All styles in the MASCOT® FOOTWEAR CASUAL collection.

MASCOT® FOOTWEAR CASUAL
The MASCOT® FOOTWEAR CASUAL collection is for users who want classic sneakers. It 
is footwear without safety components such as toe cap and nail protection. Footwear in 
the CASUAL collection is lightweight and flexible, and produced in soft, shock absorbing 
materials that provide a great comfort. The collection is suited for users that need good 
looking and comfortable everyday shoes without toe cap or nail protection. 



F0900-907-09

F0950-909-A84 F0950-909-B93

MASCOT® FOOTWEAR CASUAL

Non Safety

Non Safety
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F0950-909

F0900-907

MASCOT® FOOTWEAR CASUAL | Sneakers with laces

Product number:  F0950-909

Textile Size 42: 300 g

EU size: 39-50 - Width 10 | UK size: M 6-15 - Width 10
• Non-safety – footwear without safety components.
• These shoes are completely free of metal.
• The front part of the shoe bends flexibly with the foot.
• Shock-absorbing, light and flexible insole.
• Internal heel cushion for increased wear resistance and extra comfort.
• Outer sole in rubber – no scuff marks.

MASCOT® FOOTWEAR CASUAL | Sneakers with laces

Product number:  F0900-907

Suede Size 42: 295 g

EU size: 40-47 - Width 10 | UK size: M 6.5-12 - Width 10
• Non-safety – footwear without safety components.
• The front part of the shoe bends flexibly with the foot.
• Upper material in suede.
• Outer sole in rubber – no scuff marks.
• Comfortable fit.

METAL FREE LIGHTWEIGHT FLEXIBLE
SHOCK-

ABSORBING
NON-MARKING

SOLE

RUBBER 
SOLE

FLEXIBLE LIGHTWEIGHT
RUBBER 

SOLE



MASCOT® FOOTWEAR CLEAR

S1 S1

S2 F0802-906-06 S1 F0801-906-06S2 F0802-906-09

F0800-906-06 F0820-702-06

S1 F0801-906-09

F0800-906-09 F0820-702-09
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All styles in the MASCOT® FOOTWEAR CLEAR collection.

Washable

Ventilating inner lining

ESD-approved

HF-chip

Footwear from the MASCOT® FOOTWEAR CLEAR collection is washable at 40° C, 
which prevents the spread of bacteria and ensures a high level of hygiene. The 
footwear is also suitable for laundry contracts, as they are prepared for HF-chip 
insertion.
The CLEAR collection has soles of the highest slip resistance, SRC. Comfort is 
paramount in the collection - the microfiber inner lining provides particularly good 
air circulation and is highly breathable. This gives your feet a comfortable climate 
throughout the working day.

Ventilation

Slip resistant sole
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F0802-906
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR CLEAR | Safety Shoe S2 with touch fastening
Product number:  F0802-906
Microfibre Size 42: 480 g

EU size: 35-39 - Width 08 | 40-47 - Width 10 | UK size: L 2.5-7 - Width 08 | M 
6.5-12 - Width 10

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S2 SRC.
• Suitable for laundry contracts as the footwear is prepared for HF-chip 

insertion.
• Washable at 40°C, which prevents the spread of bacteria and ensures a high 

level of hygiene.
• Ventilating and breathable microfiber lining, which provides a comfortable 

climate for the feet.
• Slip resistant, durable sole (SRC-certified).
• The weight of the footwear is among the lowest on the market.
• The sole is oil and petrol resistant.
• ESD Approved.

LIGHTWEIGHT WASHABLE FLEXIBLE

 
STEEL

TOE-CAP LADDER GRIP

NON-MARKING
SOLE

SHOCK-
ABSORBING PU/PU SOLE

 

OIL/PETROL 
RESISTANT SOLE

FO

Ventilation

Slip resistant sole
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F0801-906
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR CLEAR | Safety Sandals S1 with touch fastening
Product number:  F0801-906
Microfibre Size 42: 480 g

EU size: 35-39 - Width 08 | 40-47 - Width 10 | UK size: L 2.5-7 - Width 08 | M 
6.5-12 - Width 10

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S1 SRC.
• Suitable for laundry contracts as the footwear is prepared for HF-chip 

insertion.
• Washable at 40°C, which prevents the spread of bacteria and ensures a high 

level of hygiene.
• Ventilating and breathable microfiber lining, which provides a comfortable 

climate for the feet.
• Slip resistant, durable sole (SRC-certified).
• The weight of the footwear is among the lowest on the market.
• The sole is oil and petrol resistant.
• ESD Approved.

LIGHTWEIGHT WASHABLE FLEXIBLE

 
STEEL

TOE-CAP LADDER GRIP

NON-MARKING
SOLE

SHOCK-
ABSORBING PU/PU SOLE

 

OIL/PETROL 
RESISTANT SOLE

FO



Washable at 40°C
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https://www.
mascotworkwear.co.uk/en/

mascot-footwear-clear
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F0800-906
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR CLEAR | Clog S1
Product number:  F0800-906
Microfibre Size 42: 460 g

EU size: 35-39 - Width 08 | 40-47 - Width 10 | UK size: L 2.5-7 - Width 08 | M 
6.5-12 - Width 10

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S1 SRC.
• Suitable for laundry contracts as the footwear is prepared for HF-chip 

insertion.
• Washable at 40°C, which prevents the spread of bacteria and ensures a high 

level of hygiene.
• Ventilating and breathable microfiber lining, which provides a comfortable 

climate for the feet.
• Slip resistant, durable sole (SRC-certified).
• The weight of the footwear is among the lowest on the market.
• The sole is oil and petrol resistant.
• ESD Approved.

LIGHTWEIGHT WASHABLE FLEXIBLE

 
STEEL

TOE-CAP LADDER GRIP

NON-MARKING
SOLE
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HF-chip
The footwear is also suitable for laundry contracts, as they are prepared for 
HF-chip insertion. The high-frequency chip can store data about washing and 
ownership. It is placed in a discreet pocket inside the footwear. 
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F0820-702-06 F0820-702-09

MASCOT® FOOTWEAR CLEAR

Non Safety
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F0820-702
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR CLEAR | Sneakers with laces
Product number:  F0820-702
Microfibre Size 42: 295 g

EU size: 35-47 - Width 09 | UK size: 2.5-12 - Width 09
• Washable at 40°C, which prevents the spread of bacteria and ensures a high 

level of hygiene.
• Ventilating and breathable microfiber lining, which provides a comfortable 

climate for the feet.
• Stabilisation with MASCOT’s patented multi-function shank.
• These shoes are completely free of metal.
• ESD Approved.

LIGHTWEIGHT WASHABLE METAL FREE FLEXIBLE SHANK



F0852-703-09 F0852-703-19 F0851-703-06 F0850-703-09 F0850-703-19F0850-703-06

MASCOT® FOOTWEAR COVER

O4O4S5S5 O4S5S5 S4
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All styles in the MASCOT® FOOTWEAR COVER collection.

Boots are easy to remove
A slight protrusion on the heel makes it easy to 
remove the boots without needing to use your 
hands, this helps preventing the spread of bacteria 

by avoiding direct contact between your hands and 
your footwear. 

Washable
The footwear is washable at 40°C. Washing at 
this temperature activates an antibacterial effect 
in the industrial washing detergent. This prevents 
the spread of bacteria and ensures a high level of 
hygiene. 

Foldable uppers
The height of the boots can be adjusted simply 
by folding down the upper. This allows you to 

adjust the boots to suit individual needs.

The COVER collection offers robust and very durable boots with the highest 
slip resistance. All products in this collection have soles that are tested for slip 
resistance on both uneven and slippery surfaces. The boots in the MASCOT® 
FOOTWEAR COVER collection are waterproof. They are also suited to areas where 
a high level of hygiene is important, as they are easy to clean for dirt and bacteria. 
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F0852-703
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR COVER | PU safety boots
Product number:  F0852-703
100% PU Size 42: 1100 g

EU size: 38-47 - Width 10 | UK size: L 5-12 - Width 10

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S5 SRC.
• The footwear can be used for industrial laundry contracts: the laundry’s chip 

can be imprinted via a transfer.
• Washable at 40°C, which prevents the spread of bacteria and ensures a high 

level of hygiene.
• Waterproof.
• Steel toe cap.
• Steel mid-sole.
• The sole is oil and petrol resistant.

WASHABLE FLEXIBLE
STEEL

NAIL PROTECTION
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TOE-CAP
SHOCK-
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WATERPROOF PU/PU SOLE
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F0851-703
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR COVER | PU safety boots
Product number:  F0851-703
100% PU Size 42: 1100 g

EU size: 38-47 - Width 10 | UK size: L 5-12 - Width 10

Certified to EN ISO 20345: 2011, safety class S4 SRC.
• The footwear can be used for industrial laundry contracts: the laundry’s chip 

can be imprinted via a transfer.
• Washable at 40°C, which prevents the spread of bacteria and ensures a high 

level of hygiene.
• Waterproof.
• Steel toe cap.
• The sole is oil and petrol resistant.

WASHABLE FLEXIBLE
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F0850-703
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR COVER | PU work boots
Product number:  F0850-703
100% PU Size 42: 1000 g

EU size: 38-47 - Width 10 | UK size: L 5-12 - Width 10

Certified to EN ISO 20347: 2012, safety class O4 SRC.
• The footwear can be used for industrial laundry contracts: the laundry’s chip 

can be imprinted via a transfer.
• Washable at 40°C, which prevents the spread of bacteria and ensures a high 

level of hygiene.
• Waterproof.
• Slip resistant, durable sole (SRC-certified).
• The sole is oil and petrol resistant.

WASHABLE FLEXIBLE
SHOCK-

ABSORBING WATERPROOF PU/PU SOLE

 

OIL/PETROL 
RESISTANT SOLE

FO
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FOOTWEAR
You spend many hours a day in your shoes. It is therefore essential that you choose them 
carefully. Shoe sizes can vary slightly. That’s why we recommend you try the shoes on before 
buying. This ensures that you get the correct size, and that you have a shoe fit to match your 
feet.

MASCOT’s sizes generally follows standard shoes sizes. Footwear in the smaller sizes, 35-41, 
are slightly narrower (width 8) than the bigger sizes, 39-50, (width 10 and width 11). 

Footwear

14131211.51110987.576.55.554US size, men 

UK size 13121110.5109876.56543.52.5

EU size 41403938373635

16

15

50

15

14

4948474645444342
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MASCOT® SUPPORT

MINIMUM

MEDIUM 

MAXIMUM 

Approved according to EN ISO 20345
MASCOT’s insoles FT090, FT091 and FT092 are approved in accordance with the EN ISO 20345 safety certification when used together with footwear in the MASCOT® FOOTWEAR CARBON, 
MOVE, ENERGY, FLEX, FIT, INDUSTRY and CLEAR collections. Changing insoles will otherwise affect the footwear’s overall safety certification. That is why it’s important to choose approved 
insoles that match your footwear.

MASCOT® FOOTWEAR | Insoles with shock absorption, maximum arch 
support

Product number:  FT092-276
100% High Poly Tech foam

EU size: 35-38 - Width 08 | 39-50 - Width 11  UK size: L 2.5-5 - Width 08 | M 6-15 
- Width 11
• Breathable by means of small ventilation holes.
• Extremely shock-absorbing High Poly Tech foam in the entire sole.
• Extra walking comfort with shock-absorbent cushioning under the forefoot 

and heel.
• With optimised TPU arch support that can counteract the tendency to flat foot.
• Maximum arch support for high-arched feet.
• ESD Approved.

BREATHABLE

MASCOT® FOOTWEAR | Insoles with shock absorption, medium arch 
support

Product number:  FT091-276
100% High Poly Tech foam

EU size: 35-38 - Width 08 | 39-50 - Width 11  UK size: L 2.5-5 - Width 08 | M 6-15 
- Width 11
• Breathable by means of small ventilation holes.
• Extremely shock-absorbing High Poly Tech foam in the entire sole.
• Extra walking comfort with shock-absorbent cushioning under the forefoot 

and heel.
• With optimised TPU arch support that can counteract the tendency to flat foot.
• Medium arch support for normal arched feet.
• ESD Approved.

BREATHABLE

MASCOT® FOOTWEAR | Insoles with shock absorption, minimum arch 
support

Product number:  FT090-276
100% High Poly Tech foam

EU size: 35-38 - Width 08 | 39-50 - Width 11  UK size: L 2.5-5 - Width 08 | M 6-15 
- Width 11
• Breathable by means of small ventilation holes.
• Extremely shock-absorbing High Poly Tech foam in the entire sole.
• Extra walking comfort with shock-absorbent cushioning under the forefoot 

and heel.
• Minimum arch support for flat feet.
• ESD Approved.

BREATHABLE

You can ensure optimal comfort and support in your safety footwear by choosing insoles that fit your feet perfectly. 
Choose from three levels of arch support in shock-absorbing insoles.

For flat feet
Follows the natural shape of 
your foot to provide the best 
support

For normal arched feet
Follows the natural shape of 
your foot to provide the best 
support

For high-arched feet
Follows the natural shape of 
your foot to provide the best 
support
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MASCOT® FOOTWEAR | Foam cleaning set.

Product number:  FT089-980

125 ml  
• Effective and long-lasting protection of all types of 

materials.
• Maintains the product’s breathability and flexibility and 

refreshes the colour.
• Innovative carbon technology with a long-lasting effect 

against moisture and dirt.
• Without solvents.

MASCOT® FOOTWEAR ACCESSORIES | Activated 
charcoal - Shoe deodorizers

Product number:  FT093-980
Activated charcoal

One size  
• The deodorizers remove odour and moisture in all 

types of footwear.
• The product consists of two bags with charcoal, which 

is environmentally friendly and made of 100% organic 
and chemical free materials.

• The product is effective up to two years after opening.
• Every other month, the deodorizers must either be exposed to direct sunlight 

or placed on a heater or warm floor to allow moisture to evaporate.
• Do not wash the shoe deodorizers.

Accessories to safety 
footwear
Have you worn out your insoles or laces, or do you 
need new ones? You can extend the footwear’s 
lifespan with new accessories.

MASCOT® FOOTWEAR | Impregnation Spray for all 
types of materials

Product number:  FT088-980

300 ml  
• Effective and long-lasting protection of all types of 

materials.
• Innovative carbon technology with a long-lasting effect 

against moisture and dirt.
• Application develops a net-like structure of polymer chains 

which makes the footwear water resistant, yet breathable.

MASCOT® Pollux | Laces

Product number:  FT080-980
100% polyester

Length : 85, 110, 130 & 150 cm  
• Polyester is an extremely durable material.
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COOLMAX®  is a trademark of INVISTA

LYCRA®  is a trademark of DUPONT

MASCOT® WORKWEAR

STAY DRY 

Antibacterial · Moisture wicking

MASCOT

Allround socks

3KSRT

Socks | Socken | Sokker | Sokken | Chaussette
MASCOT® Moshi | 50406-877-A42

85% COOLMAX®/12% nylon/3% LYCRA®, average 95 g per pair. Strong quality. 
Moisture wicking. Fabric keeps the feet dry. Fabric composition provides high 
comfort and good breathability. LYCRA® gives stability and holds the sock in 
place on the foot. Sanitized® makes the sock anti-bacterial and prevents odours. 
Reinforced heel and toe. Suitable for use in strong, closed footwear, boots and 
rubber boots. 

85% COOLMAX®/12% Nylon/3% LYCRA®, durchschnittlich 95 g pro Paar. 
Kräftige Qualität. Schweißtransportierend. Das Material hält den Fuß 
trocken. Materialzusammensetzung schafft hohen Tragekomfort sowie hohe 
Atmungsaktivität. LYCRA® stabilisiert und sorgt für einen guten Sitz. Sanitized® 
erzeugt eine antibakterielle Wirkung und verhindert Geruchsbildung. Fersen- und 
Zehenpartien sind verstärkt. Geeignet für kräftige, geschlossene Schuhe, Stiefel 
und Gummistiefel. 

85% COOLMAX®/12% nylon/3% LYCRA®, gennemsnitlig 95 g pr. par.Kraftig kvalitet. 
Svedtransporterende. Materialet holder foden tør. Materialesammensætning giver 
høj komfort og god åndbarhed. LYCRA® giver stabilitet og holder sokkerne på 
plads på foden. Sanitized® gør sokkerne antibakterielle og modvirker lugt. Hæl og 
tå er forstærkede. Velegnede i kraftigt, lukket fodtøj, støvler og gummistøvler. 

85% COOLMAX®/12% nylon/3% LYCRA®, gemiddeld 95 g per paar. Robuuste 
kwaliteit. Zweettransporterend. Het materiaal houdt de voeten droog. De 
samenstelling van het materiaal zorgt voor veel comfort en goede ventilatie. 
LYCRA® zorgt voor stabiliteit en houdt de sokken op de plaats. Sanitized® maakt 
de sokken anti-bacterieel en voorkomt luchtjes. Versterkingen bij de hiel en 
tenen. Geschikt voor robuuste, dichte schoenen en rubber(laarzen). 

85% COOLMAX®/12% nylon/3% LYCRA®, 95 g par paire. 
en moyenne. Qualité robuste. Propriété de transfert 
de la transpiration. Dans une matière qui maintient le 
pied au sec. La composition des matières donne un 
grand confort et une excellente respirabilité. LYCRA® 
- augmente la stabilité des formes et maintient la 
chaussette en place sur le pied. Sanitized® - chaussette 
antibactérienne et antiodeurs. Renforts au niveau du 
talon et des orteils. Convient au port dans des bottes, 
bottes en plastique et grosses chaussures fermées. 
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Recommended  
temperature use

ECS  
ERGONOMIC 

COMFORT 
SUPPORT

BREATHABLE
REINFORCED 

HEEL AND TOE
MOISTURE
WICKING

MOISTURE 
MANAGEMENT

107 m
m

253 m
m

272 m
m

25 mm
105 mm

A42

www.mascot.dk

Socks | Socken | Sokker | Sokken | Chaussette
MASCOT® Maseru | 50411-881-0918

47% COOLMAX®/38% cotton/12% nylon/3% LYCRA®, average 56 g per pair. Short 
style. Moisture wicking. Fabric keeps the feet dry. LYCRA® gives stability and holds 
the sock in place on the foot. The socks have a special right and left - formed 
to give optimal support to the foot. Reinforced heel and toe. Suitable for use in 
sandals, light boots and sports shoes. 

47% COOLMAX®/38% Baumwolle/12% Nylon/3% LYCRA®, durchschnittlich 56 g 
pro Paar. Schweißtransportierend. Das Material hält den Fuß trocken. LYCRA® 
stabilisiert und sorgt für einen guten Sitz. Die Socken sind speziell dem rechten 
bzw. dem linken Fuß angepasst, um diese optimal zu stützen. Fersen- und 
Zehenpartien sind verstärkt. Geeignet für alle MASCOT® FOOTWEAR Produkte.

47% COOLMAX®/38% bomuld/12% nylon/3% LYCRA®, gennemsnitlig 56 g pr. par.  
Kort model. Svedtransporterende. Materialet holder foden tør. LYCRA® giver 
stabilitet og holder sokkerne på plads på foden. Formgivet højresok og venstresok, 
så de støtter fødderne optimalt. Hæl og tå er forstærkede. Velegnede i sandaler, 
lette støvler og sportssko. 

47% COOLMAX®/38% katoen/12% nylon/3% LYCRA®, gemiddeld 56 g per paar.  
Kort model. Zweettransporterend. Het materiaal houdt de voeten droog. LYCRA® 
zorgt voor stabiliteit en houdt de sokken op de plaats. Voorgevormde rechtersok 
en linkersok, zodat de voeten optimaal gesteund worden. Versterkingen bij de hiel 
en tenen. Geschikt voor sandalen, lichte laarzen en sportschoenen. 

47% COOLMAX®/38% coton/12% nylon/3% LYCRA®, 56 g par paire en moyenne. 
Modèle court. Propriété de transfert de la transpiration. Dans une matière qui 
maintient le pied au sec. LYCRA® - augmente la stabilité des formes et maintient 
la chaussette en place sur le pied. Forme spéciale pied droit et forme spéciale 
pied gauche pour un maintien optimal. Renforts au niveau du talon et des orteils. 
Convient au port dans des sandales, bottes légères et chaussures de sport.
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COOLMAX®  is a trademark of INVISTA

LYCRA®  is a trademark of DUPONT

MASCOT® WORKWEAR

STAY DRY 

Breathable · Moisture wicking
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Summer Socks
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COMFORT
ALLROUND
SOCKS
Comfortable · Lightweight

KEEP WARM
WINTER
SOCKS
Insulating · Moisture wicking

STAY DRY
SUMMER
SOCKS
Breathable · Moisture wicking
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BREATHABLE
MOISTURE
WICKING

REINFORCED 
UNDER FOOT

MASCOT® Moshi | Socks, moisture wicking

Product number:  50406-877
85% polyester (COOLMAX® PRO)/13% polyamide/2% LYCRA® - 95 g per pair

Size: 39/43 | 44/48
• COOLMAX® ensures efficient moisture wicking, keeps the body dry and prevents 

chilling.
• Breathable and moisture absorbing.
• Elastane gives stability and holds the sock in place on the foot.
• Reinforced heel and toe increase durability and provides extra protection.

MOISTURE
WICKING BREATHABLE

REINFORCED 
UNDER FOOT

FOR 
IMPROVED FIT

L R

MASCOT® Maseru | Socks, short style, moisture wicking

Product number:  50411-881
42% polyester (COOLMAX®)/38% cotton/18% polyamide/2% LYCRA® - 62 g per pair

Size: 36/38 | 39/43 | 44/48
• COOLMAX® ensures efficient moisture wicking, keeps the body dry and prevents 

chilling.
• Elastane gives stability and holds the sock in place on the foot.
• The socks have a special right and left - formed to give optimal support to the foot.
• Reinforced heel and toe increase durability and provides extra protection.
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Socks | Socken | Sokker | Sokken | Chaussette
MASCOT® Tanga  50407-875-1809

85% COOLMAX®/12% nylon/3% LYCRA®, average 61 g per pair. Light fabric. 
Breathable, moisture absorbing and durable. LYCRA® gives stability and holds 
the sock in place on the foot. Material does not wrinkle and irritate the skin. 
Reinforcement under the whole foot. Suitable for use in sandals, light boots and 
sports shoes

85% COOLMAX®/12% nylon/3% LYCRA®, durchschnittlich 61 g pro Paar. Leichte 
Qualität. Atmungsaktiv, feuchtigkeitsabsorbierend und strapazierfähig. LYCRA® 
stabilisiert und sorgt für einen guten Sitz. Das Material wirft keine scheuernden 
Falten. Verstärkt an der Sohlenpartie. Geeignet für Sandalen, leichte Stiefel und 
Sportschuhe

85% COOLMAX®/12% nylon/3% LYCRA®, gennemsnitlig 61 g pr. par. Let kvalitet. 
Åndbar, fugtabsorberende og slidstærk. LYCRA®giver stabilitet og holder sokkerne 
på plads på foden. Materialet danner ikke folder, som kan gnave. Forstærkning 
under hele foden. Velegnede i sandaler, lette støvler og sportssko.

85% COOLMAX®/12% nylon/3% LYCRA®, gemiddeld 61 g per paar. Lichte kwaliteit. 
Ademend, vochtabsorberend en slijtvast. LYCRA® zorgt voor stabiliteit en houdt 
de sokken op de plaats. Het materiaal plooit niet, dit voorkomt drukpunten. 
Versterkingen onder de hele voet. Geschikt voor sandalen, lichte laarzen en 
sportschoenen.

85% COOLMAX®/12% nylon/3% LYCRA®, 61 g par paire en moyenne. Qualité 
légère. Résistant à l’usure, absorbant l’humidité et permettant au corps de respirer. 
LYCRA® - augmente la stabilité des formes et maintient la chaussette en place sur 
le pied. Dans une matière qui ne forme pas de plis - évite les frottements. Renfort 
sous la totalité de la plante des pieds. Convient au port dans des sandales, bottes 
légères et chaussures de sport.
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LYCRA®  is a trademark of DUPONT

MASCOT® WORKWEAR
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Comfortable · Light Weight 
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MASCOT® Mongu 50454-913-09
34% cotton/32% polyamide/29% polyester/3% viscose/2% elastane, average 70 g per 
pair. Strong quality. Fabric composition provides high comfort. The bottom of the sock 
has been cushioned with super soft polyamide for added comfort. Suitable for use in 
strong, closed footwear, boots and rubber boots.

34% Baumwolle/32% Polyamid/29% Polyester/3% Viskose/2% Elasthan, durchschnitt
lich 70 g pro Paar. Kräftige Qualität. Materialzusammensetzung schafft hohen Weiche 
PolyamidVerstärkungen an der Sohlenpartie sorgen für besonders angenehmen  
Tragekomfort. Geeignet für kräftige, geschlossene Schuhe, Stiefel und Gummistiefel.  

34% bomuld/32% polyamid/29% polyester/3% viskose/2% elastan, gennemsnitlig 70 g 
pr. par. Kraftig kvalitet. Materialesammensætning giver høj komfort. Bløde polyamid
forstærkninger under foden gør sokkerne ekstra behagelige at gå i. Velegnede i kraftigt, 
lukket fodtøj, støvler og gummistøvler.

34% katoen/32% polyamide/29% polyester/3% viscose/2% elastaan, gemiddeld 70 g  
per paar. Robuuste kwaliteit. De samenstelling van het materiaal zorgt voor veel com
fort. Zachte polyamide versterkingen onder de voet voor extra comfort. Geschikt voor 
robuuste, dichte schoenen en rubber(laarzen).

34% coton/32% polyamide/29% polyester/3% viscose/2% élasthanne, 70 g par paire  
en moyenne. Qualité robuste. La composition des matières donne un grand confort.  
Renforcement en polyamide douce sous le pied pour plus de confort en marchant. 
Convient au port dans des bottes, bottes en plastique et grosses chaussures fermées. 
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Allround socks 3 pairs
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MASCOT® WORKWEAR

KEEP WARM
STAY DRY 
FOOTWEAR Insulating · Moisture wicking
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Socks | Socken | Sokker | Sokken | Chaussette
MASCOT® Lubango  50404-876-0918

36% wool/50% acrylic/12% polyamide/2% elastane, average 90 g per pair. 
Long style. Strong quality. Elastane gives stability and holds the sock in place 
on the foot. Fabric composition provides high comfort and good breathability. 
Reinforced heel and toe. Suitable for use in strong, closed footwear, boots and 
rubber boots.

36% Wolle/50% Polyacryl/12% Polyamid/2% Elasthan, durchschnittlich 90 g pro 
Paar, durchschnittlich 90 g pro Paar. Langes Modell. Kräftige Qualität. Elasthan 
stabilisiert und sorgt für einen guten Sitz. Materialzusammensetzung schafft 
hohen Tragekomfort sowie hohe Atmungsaktivität. Fersen- und Zehenpartien sind 
verstärkt. Geeignet für kräftige, geschlossene Schuhe, Stiefel und Gummistiefel.

36% uld/50% polyacryl/12% polyamid/2% elastan, gennemsnitlig 90 g pr. par 
Lang model. Kraftig kvalitet. Elastan giver stabilitet og holder sokkerne på plads på 
foden. Materialesammensætning giver høj komfort og god åndbarhed. Hæl og tå er 
forstærkede. Velegnede i kraftigt, lukket fodtøj, støvler og gummistøvler.

36% wol/50% acryl/12% polyamide/2% elastaan, gemiddeld 90 g per paar 
Lang model. Robuuste kwaliteit. Elastaan zorgt voor stabiliteit en houdt de sokken 
op de plaats. De samenstelling van het materiaal zorgt voor veel comfort en goede 
ventilatie. Versterkingen bij de hiel en tenen. Geschikt voor robuuste, dichte 
schoenen en rubber(laarzen).

36% laine/50% acrylique/12% polyamide/2% élasthanne, 90 g par paire en 
moyenne. Modèle long. Qualité robuste. Élasthanne - augmente la stabilité 
des formes et maintient la chaussette en place sur le pied. La composition 
des matières donne un grand confort et une excellente respirabilité. Renforts 
au niveau du talon et des orteils. Convient au port dans des bottes, bottes en 
plastique et grosses chaussures fermées. 

Winter Socks
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MASCOT® Kisumu 50455-914-09
33% wool/33% acrylic/32% polyamide/2% elastane, average 85 g per pair.  
Strong quality. This product is made with warm wool yarns for enhanced comfort during 
cold seasons. Reinforced heel and toe. Suitable for use in strong, closed footwear, boots 
and rubber boots.

33% Wolle/33% Polyacryl/32% Polyamid/2% Elastan, durchschnittlich 85 g pro Paar.  
Kräftige Qualität. Die Socken enthalten Wolle, die bei Kälte den Tragekomfort erhöht. 
Fersen- und Zehenpartie sind verstärkt. Geeignet für kräftige, geschlossene Schuhe, 
Stiefel und Gummistiefel.  

33% uld/33% polyacryl/32% polyamid/2% elastan, gennemsnitlig 85 g pr. par. 
Kraftig kvalitet. Sokkerne indeholder uld, der øger komforten i kolde omgivelser.  
Hæl og tå er forstærkede. Velegnede i kraftigt, lukket fodtøj, støvler og gummistøvler.

33% wol/33% acryl/32% polyamide/2% elastaan, gemiddeld 85 g per paar.  
Robuuste kwaliteit. De sokken bevatten wol en daardoor geschikt onder koude 
omstandigheden. Versterkingen bij de hiel en tenen. Geschikt voor robuuste, dichte 
schoenen en rubber(laarzen).

33% laine/33% acrylique/32% polyamide/2% élasthanne, 85 g par paire en moyenne 
Qualité robuste. Les chaussettes contiennent de la laine pour plus de confort dans 
un environnement froid. Renforts au niveau du talon et des orteils. Convient au port 
dans des bottes, bottes en plastique et grosses chaussures fermées.

100 mm95 mm 95 mm
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MASCOT® Manica 50453-912-09
41% polyester (COOLMAX®)/29% cotton/28% polyamide/2% LYCRA®, average 65 g per pair.  
Strong quality. Moisture wicking. This product is made with COOLMAX® yarns for enhanced  
comfort during hot seasons. Fabric composition provides high comfort and good breath  ability. 
The bottom of the sock has been cushioned with super soft polyamide for added comfort.  
Suitable for use in strong, closed footwear, boots and rubber boots.

41% Polyester (COOLMAX®)/29% Baumwolle/28% Polyamid/2% LYCRA®, durchschnittlich  
65 g pro Paar. Kräftige Qualität. Schweißtransportierend. Die Socken enthalten COOLMAX®, 
das den Tragekomfort bei Wärme erhöht. Materialzusammensetzung schafft hohen Komfort 
sowie hohe Atmungsaktivität. Weiche Polyamid-Verstärkungen an der Sohlenpartie sorgen für 
besonders angenehmen Tragekomfort. Geeignet für kräftige, geschlossene Schuhe, Stiefel und 
Gummi stiefel.  

41% polyester (COOLMAX®)/29% bomuld/28% polyamid/2% LYCRA®, gennemsnitlig 65 g pr. par. 
Kraftig kvalitet. Svedtransporterende. Sokkerne indeholder COOLMAX®, der øger komforten 
i varme omgivelser. Materialesammensætning giver høj komfort og god åndbarhed. Bløde 
polyamid-forstærkninger under foden gør sokkerne ekstra behagelige at gå i. Velegnede i 
kraftigt, lukket fodtøj, støvler og gummistøvler.

41% polyester (COOLMAX®)/29% katoen/28% polyamid/2% LYCRA®, gemiddeld 65 g per 
paar. Robuuste kwaliteit. Zweettransporterend. De samenstelling van het materiaal zorgt voor 
veel comfort en goede ventilatie. Zachte polyamide versterkingen onder de voet voor extra 
comfort. Geschikt voor robuuste, dichte schoenen en rubber(laarzen).

41% polyester (COOLMAX®)/29% coton/28% polyamide/2% LYCRA®, 65 g par paire en moy-
enne. Qualité robuste. Propriété de transfert de la transpiration. Les chaussettes contiennent 
du COOLMAX® pour plus de confort dans un environnement chaud. La composition des 
matières donne un grand confort et une excellente respirabilité. Renforcement en polyamide 
douce sous le pied pour plus de confort en marchant. Convient au port dans des bottes, bottes 
en plastique et grosses chaussures fermées.www.mascotworkwear.com
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MASCOT® WORKWEAR
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Socks | Socken | Sokker | Sokken | Chaussette
MASCOT® Asmara | 50410-881-0918

47% COOLMAX®/38% cotton/12% nylon/3% LYCRA®, average 72 g per pair.  
Moisture wicking. Fabric keeps the feet dry. LYCRA® gives stability and holds the 
sock in place on the foot. The socks have a special right and left - formed to give 
optimal support to the foot. Reinforced heel and toe. Suitable for all MASCOT® 
FOOTWEAR.

47% COOLMAX®/38% Baumwolle/12% Nylon/3% LYCRA®, durchschnittlich 72 g 
pro Paar. Schweißtransportierend. Das Material hält den Fuß trocken. LYCRA® 
stabilisiert und sorgt für einen guten Sitz. Die Socken sind speziell dem rechten 
bzw. dem linken Fuß angepasst, um diese optimal zu stützen. Fersen- und 
Zehenpartien sind verstärkt. Geeignet für alle MASCOT® FOOTWEAR Produkte.

47% COOLMAX®/38% bomuld/12% nylon/3% LYCRA®, gennemsnitlig 72 g pr. par. 
Svedtransporterende. Materialet holder foden tør. LYCRA®giver stabilitet og 
holder sokkerne på plads på foden. Formgivet højresok og venstresok, så de 
støtter fødderne optimalt. Hæl og tå er forstærkede. Velegnede i alt MASCOT® 
FOOTWEAR.

47% COOLMAX®/38% katoen/12% nylon/3% LYCRA®, gemiddeld 72 g per paar. 
Zweettransporterend. Het materiaal houdt de voeten droog. LYCRA® zorgt voor 
stabiliteit en houdt de sokken op de plaats. Voorgevormde rechtersok en linkersok, 
zodat de voeten optimaal gesteund worden. Versterkingen bij de hiel en tenen. 
Geschikt voor MASCOT® FOOTWEAR.

47% COOLMAX®/38% coton/12% nylon/3% LYCRA®, 72 g par paire en moyenne. 
Propriété de transfert de la transpiration. Dans une matière qui maintient le pied 
au sec. LYCRA®- augmente la stabilité des formes et maintient la chaussette en 
place sur le pied. Forme spéciale pied droit et forme spéciale pied gauche pour un 
maintien optimal. Renforts au niveau du talon et des orteils. Convient à tous les 
modèles de chaussures MASCOT® FOOTWEAR.
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COOLMAX®  is a trademark of INVISTA

LYCRA®  is a trademark of DUPONT
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MOISTURE
WICKING

REINFORCED 
UNDER FOOT

MASCOT® Manica | Socks, moisture wicking

Product number:  50453-912
41% polyester (COOLMAX®)/29% cotton/28% polyamide/2% LYCRA® - 65 g per pair

Size: 35/38 | 39/43 | 44/48
• Moisture wicking and good breathability.
• COOLMAX® ensures efficient moisture wicking, keeps the body dry and prevents 

chilling.
• Reinforced heel and toe increase durability and provides extra protection.

BREATHABLE
REINFORCED 
UNDER FOOT LIGHTWEIGHT

MASCOT® Tanga | Socks, lightweight

Product number:  50407-875
83% cotton/15% polyamide/2% elastane - 61 g per pair

Size: 39/43 | 44/48
• Light fabric.
• Breathable, moisture absorbing and durable.
• Elastane gives stability and holds the sock in place on the foot.
• Terry cushioning under the foot gives extra protection and durability.

REINFORCED 
UNDER FOOT

MASCOT® Mongu | Socks

Product number:  50454-913
34% cotton/32% polyamide/29% polyester/3% viscose/2% elastane - 70 g per pair

Size: 35/38 | 39/43 | 44/48
• Thick socks.
• Reinforced heel and toe increase durability and provides extra protection.

MOISTURE
WICKING BREATHABLE

REINFORCED 
UNDER FOOT

FOR 
IMPROVED FIT

L R

MASCOT® Asmara | Socks, moisture wicking

Product number:  50410-881
42% polyester (COOLMAX®)/38% cotton/18% polyamide/2% LYCRA® - 74 g per pair

Size: 36/38 | 39/43 | 44/48
• COOLMAX® ensures efficient moisture wicking, keeps the body dry and prevents 

chilling.
• The socks have a special right and left - formed to give optimal support to the foot.
• Elastane gives stability and holds the sock in place on the foot.
• Reinforced heel and toe increase durability and provides extra protection.

MOISTURE
WICKING BREATHABLE

REINFORCED 
UNDER FOOT

MASCOT® Lubango | Socks, long style, moisture wicking

Product number:  50404-876
36% wool/50% acrylic/12% polyamide/2% elastane - 90 g per pair

Size: 39/43 | 44/48
• A mixture of wool and acrylic gives great warmth, comfort and breathability.
• Strong fabric which holds its shape well.
• Elastane gives stability and holds the sock in place on the foot.
• Reinforced heel and toe increase durability and provides extra protection.
• Suitable for closed footwear and as over-socks.

REINFORCED 
UNDER FOOT

MASCOT® Kisumu | Socks, insulating

Product number:  50455-914
33% wool/33% acrylic/32% polyamide/2% elastane - 85 g per pair

Size: 35/38 | 39/43 | 44/48
• Thick socks.
• Contains wool for insulation and improved comfort in cold environments.
• Reinforced heel and toe increase durability and provides extra protection.
• Suitable for closed footwear and as over-socks.
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Symbol overview
MASCOT’s safety footwear comes with a range of symbols. The symbols give you a quick overview of the 
footwear’s features and functions. See what the different symbols mean here.

Symbol overview

FLEXIBLE

Flexible

Footwear with this symbol is extremely flexible where the 
shoes bend. This gives you more freedom to move around as 
you need to during the workday. Freedom for your feet.

LIGHTWEIGHT

Lightweight

The symbol indicates that the safety footwear has a much 
lower weight than average. Choose footwear with this symbol, 
if you are looking for flexible and lightweight footwear.

WATER-
REPELLENT

WRU

Cold isolating (CI)

Footwear labelled with CI is cold isolating according to 
standard EN ISO 20345. Footwear with this label is made to 
limit temperature fluctuations of maximum 10° C in 30 minutes 
at temperatures down to -17° C. Your feet are therefore 
protected when you work in lower temperatures or on cold 
surfaces.

METAL FREE

Metal free

Footwear with this symbol contains no metal. The midsole, toe 
cap and eyelets are entirely metal-free.  As such, the footwear 
is very useful, for example, in airports.

WATER-
REPELLENT

WRU

Water-repellent in accordance with the standard

WRU is short for Water Repellent Upper and indicates that the 
upper material is water-repellent.

WATER-
REPELLENT

WR

Footwear is water-repellent (WR)

Footwear with this symbol is water-repellent.

WATERPROOF

Waterproof footwear

Look out for this symbol if you want footwear that is 
waterproof. Footwear bearing this symbol will keep your feet 
dry throughout the entire working day. 

 
 

COMPOSITE 
TOE CAP

Composite toe cap

The purpose of the toe cap is to protect the toes against 
external blows and pressure. The cap has been tested and 
can resist blows and pressure of 200 joules (EN 12568). The 
composite toe cap does not contain metal. As composite is 
not thermally conductive it provides comfort in cold and warm 
environments.

ALU TOE-CAP 
ERGONOMIC

Aluminium toe cap

The purpose of the toe cap is to protect the toes against 
external blows and pressure. The cap has been tested and 
can resist blows and pressure of 200 joules (EN 12568). 
The ergonomically correct shaped aluminium toe cap has a 
spacious fit that allows place for the toes to move, e.g., when 
kneeling, and provides additional protection for the little toe 
and the big toe.

CARBON FIBRE
TOE-CAP 

Carbon fibre toe cap

The toe cap is designed to protect your toes from external 
impact and pressure. The toe cap is tested and tolerates 
pressure and impact of 200 joule. Carbon is a very strong 
material, which makes the toe cap exceptionally strong and 
resistant to impact and pressure. Carbon is also very light, 
metal free and neither heat nor cold-conducting.

 
STEEL

TOE-CAP

Steel toe cap

The purpose of the toe cap is to protect the toes against 
blows and pressure. The cap has been tested and can resist a 
pressure of 200 joules (EN 12568).

TEXTILE
NAIL PROTECTION

Textile nail protection

Nail protection made of special fibres. The nail protection 
is certified under EN ISO 20345, and complies with the 
demands for S3-footwear. The advantage is that the footwear 
is more flexible and gives better protection in warm and cold 
conditions which provides a high degree of comfort for the 
wearer.

STEEL
NAIL PROTECTION

Steel nail protection

The sole of the footwear is equipped with a thin steel plate, 
which prevents nails and sharp objects from penetrating 
the shoe and foot. Steel nail  protection has been tested in 
accordance with norm: EN ISO 12568.

KNEELING

Scuff cap, suitable for working on the knees

A scuff cap is an extra toe reinforcement on the outside of 
the upper leather. The toe reinforcement increases durability 
significantly, which prolongs the lifetime of the footwear. The 
footwear is suitable for kneeling work.

SHANK

Stabilising and shock absorbing shank

The specially developed multi-functional shank is made of a 
stiff nylon material. The shank stabilises the middle part of 
the foot and makes the footwear bend at the right position. 
This shank includes a small shock-absorbing cushioning pad. 
The position of the shank ensures that the heel is in constant 
contact with this cushioning area, which provides a good 
foothold.

NON-MARKING
SOLE

Non-marking sole – no scuff marks

Look for this symbol if you want to be absolutely sure that 
your footwear does not leave marks on the floor.  Footwear 
with this symbol is provided with a sole of PU/PU, which 
leaves no scuff marks.
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PU/TPU SOLE

120˚ 

PU/TPU sole material, resistant to 120°C

The comfort sole is made of PU and the sole is made 
of TPU. The soles are resistant to 120°C. TPU is a 
thermoplastic material with a very high wearability. All 
MASCOT PU/TPU soles are oil and petrol resistant.

PU/PU SOLE

 

PU/PU sole material

Comfort soles as well as running soles are made of PU. 
PU is a foam material, which is very shock-absorbing and 
slip-resistant. All MASCOT PU/PU soles are oil and petrol 
resistant.

PU/PU SOLE

140˚ 

PU/PU sole material, resistant to 140°C

Comfort soles as well as running soles are made of PU. The 
soles are resistant to 140°C. PU is a foam material, which is 
very shock-absorbing and slip-resistant. All MASCOT PU/PU 
soles are oil and petrol resistant.

PU/RUBBER 
SOLE

HRO

PU/rubber sole material, resistant to 300°C contact 
heat

The comfort sole is made of PU and the running sole is 
made of rubber. Rubber is very heat resistant and can resist 
temperatures up to 300°C contact heat. All MASCOT PU/
rubber soles are oil and petrol resistant as well as resistant 
to certain chemicals.

RUBBER 
SOLE

HRO

Rubber sole material, resistant to 300°C contact heat

Rubber is very heat resistant and can resist temperatures 
up to 300°C contact heat.

OIL/PETROL 
RESISTANT SOLE

FO

The sole is oil and petrol resistant

The sole is oil and petrol resistant.

LADDER GRIP

Ladder grip

A sole edge under the sole prevents slippage on a ladder.

SHOCK-
ABSORBING

Shock-absorbing comfort sole

All of MASCOT’s comfort soles are shock-absorbing in the 
entire sole. This provides good walking comfort.

ANKLE
PROTECTION

Ankle protection

The wearer’s ankle is protected against blows from the side 
by MASCOT’s specially developed protection pad at the 
ankle bone on the inner and outer side of the footwear.

METATARSAL 
PROTECTION

M

Metatarsal protection

Footwear with metatarsal protection gives the user extra 
peace of mind as it protects against impact and pressure 
to the metatarsus. The inbuilt metatarsal protection is 
made from a specially-developed EVA material, has shock-
absorbing properties and feels soft and comfy in the shoe. 
Moreover, it is designed so that you hardly even notice it is 
there when walking or working.

WASHABLE

Washable

The footwear is washable at 40°C. Washing at this 
temperature activates an antibacterial effect in the 
industrial washing detergent. This prevents the spread of 
bacteria and ensures a high level of hygiene. 

 
BGR 191

DGUV 
REGEL 

112-191

Orthopaedic Footwear: Suitable for modifications

Selected models of MASCOT® FOOTWEAR are suitable 
for orthopaedic modifications. Due to regulations, these 
modifications may only be carried out by Mander-Malms 
Schuhtechnik GmbH in Germany.
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Corporate Wear
This symbol indicates smart products for 
consultants, sales assistants and people in 
service roles or other jobs where presentation is 
what matters the most.

Offshore and the wind sector
This symbol indicates safety products for the 
offshore and wind sector as well as other 
industries where hi-vis products are required.

Which industry do you work in?

Choose footwear with the highest certification 
in terms of slip resistant soles, SRC.

Footwear with an ESD label avoid electrostatic 
charging and are able to conduct away 
controlled static electricity from the body. This 
will avoid damages to, for example, sensitive 
electronic components.

MASCOLAYER® nail protection is a textile 
midsole that guarantees protection against nails 
and sharp objects underneath the footwear. 
This type of nail protection is extremely 
flexible, soft and light. Some of the benefits of 
MASCOLAYER® nail protection include making 
the footwear more flexible. This in turn provides 
excellent protection against cold and heat and 
increases comfort for the user.

MASCOTEX® upper material provides breathable 
and waterproof footwear by means of a 
membrane in the material. To comply with the 
norm for waterproof footwear, the footwear 
must be able to resist water for at least 6 hours. 
MASCOTEX® complies with this norm.

Footwear with SympaTex® is breathable and 
waterproof. To comply with the norm for 
waterproof footwear, the footwear must be able 
to resist water for at least 12 hours. SympaTex® 
complies with this norm.

Thinsulate™ Insulation is an insulating inner 
liner which is moisture resistant, breathable 
and keeps your feet warm.

The BOA® Fit System gives footwear an 
excellent fit and a solid foothold. BOA® consists 
of an adjustable dial, strong lightweight laces 
and friction-free guides. 

XL EXTRALIGHT® is an extraordinarily 
lightweight and very durable foam material 
used in soles. The foam material is strong, 
flexible and shock-absorbing, providing 
unparalleled comfort in every step.

Food and production
Look for this symbol when searching for 
products to be used in the food industry or 
other sectors where excellent hygiene and 
washability (industrial) are a priority.

Footwear brands

Building and construction
This symbol indicates solid and hard-wearing 
products which are suitable for building 
contractors, road workers or anybody who 
works in demolition or other similar areas.

Light industry and logistics
This symbol indicates products that are suitable 
for industries related to electronics, assembly, 
production, warehousing and transport.

Heavy industry
Keep an eye open for this symbol if you work 
with metalworking, machinery manufacture or 
in a foundry.

Craftsmen and light building
Look for this symbol if you work as a carpenter, 
electrician, painter, engineer, etc.
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• • • • • • •

• • • • • • •
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Safety footwear
EN ISO 20345

Occupational 
footwear

EN ISO 20347

Safety Classes

Profile depth: >2.5 mm

Water-repellent according to the standard

Shock-absorbing

Antistatic

Oil and petrol resistant outer sole

Closed heel region

Nail protection 

Protective toe cap

Slip resistant

Certifications and safety classes 

EN ISO 20345
EN ISO 20345 is a European standard for safety 
footwear that ensures that safety shoes, boots and 
sandals conform to the necessary requirements 
of working in areas where safety is a high priority. 
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR contains a wide range of safety 
footwear certified according to EN ISO 20345. 

EN ISO 20347
EN ISO 20347 is a European standard for footwear 
without toe cap for commercial use. The standard covers 
footwear with certified slip resistant properties, which 
is shock absorbing and breathable, as well as stabilising. 
MASCOT’s assortment includes footwear that is certified 
according to EN ISO 20347, with the highest standard in 
slip resistance, SRC. 



1 2
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR CARBON

F0250-909 7  S1P • • • • • • •
F0251-909 8  S1P • • • • • •
F0252-909 8  S1P • • • • • •
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR MOVE

F0300-909 11  S1P • • • 300 °C • •
F0301-909 12  S1P • • • • 300 °C • •
F0302-946 15  S1P • • • 300 °C • •
F0303-901 14  

S3 • • • • 300 °C • •
F0304-901 14  

S3 • • • • 300 °C • •
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR ENERGY

F0130-849 17  S1P • • • • 140 °C • • • • •
F0132-996 18  S1P • • • • 140 °C • • • • •
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Textile

Textile

Oil Nubuck leather

Oil Nubuck leather

CORDURA®/full grain buffalo leather

Textile

Textile

Textile

Textile

Textile

Choose the right safety footwear
There are several important factors to consider when choosing the right footwear for your work day.

Step 2 - Upper material
The upper material should be able to withstand 
the challenges of the environment you work 
in. If you work in an environment where you 
are exposed to concrete, chemicals or similar, 
you should choose footwear with an upper 
material made from full-grain leather. Footwear 
with an upper material made from fabric tends, 
however, to be more flexible.

Step 1 - Industry
Your industry will provide you with general 
guidelines as to which footwear you should 
choose.
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MASCOT® FOOTWEAR CARBON

F0250-909 7  S1P • • • • • • •
F0251-909 8  S1P • • • • • •
F0252-909 8  S1P • • • • • •
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR MOVE

F0300-909 11  S1P • • • 300 °C • •
F0301-909 12  S1P • • • • 300 °C • •
F0302-946 15  S1P • • • 300 °C • •
F0303-901 14  

S3 • • • • 300 °C • •
F0304-901 14  

S3 • • • • 300 °C • •
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR ENERGY

F0130-849 17  S1P • • • • 140 °C • • • • •
F0132-996 18  S1P • • • • 140 °C • • • • •
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Step 4 - Special demands
You should also consider whether your 
safety footwear is subjected to any special 
conditions during the working day, such as cold 
temperatures, paint or frequent wear on certain 
parts of the shoe. If you have to spend a lot 
of time kneeling down, for example, then you 
should choose footwear that offers the highest 
possible level of external toe reinforcement.

Step 3 – Safety class
If you mainly work outside, you may need 
footwear that is water-repellent.
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MASCOT® FOOTWEAR ENERGY

F0133-996 18  S1P • • • • 140 °C • • • • •
F0134-902 21     

S3 • • • • 140 °C • • • • •
F0135-902 21     

S3 • • • • 140 °C • • • • •
F0136-902 20     

S3 • • • 140 °C • • • • •
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR FLEX

F0121-770 23  
S3 • • • • 140 °C • • • • • •

F0122-771 23  
S3 • • • 140 °C • • • • • •

F0125-773 24  S1P • • • 140 °C • • • • • •
F0127-775 26   

S3 • • • • 140 °C • • • • • •
F0128-775 26   

S3 • • • • 140 °C • • • • • •
F0129-947 29    

S3 • • • • 140 °C • • • • • •
F0140-902 27     

S3 • • • • 140 °C • • • • •
F0141-902 27     

S3 • • • • 140 °C • • • • •
F0100-910 29   S1P • • • • 140 °C • • • • • •
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR FIT

F0107-937 34  S1P • • • • 140 °C • • • • •
F0108-937 34  S1P • • • • 140 °C • • • • •
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Full grain leather

Textile

Full grain buffalo leather

Textile

Textile/suede

Textile/suede

Full grain leather

Nylon/suede

Full grain leather

CORDURA®/full grain buffalo leather

Full grain buffalo leather
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MASCOT® FOOTWEAR ENERGY

F0133-996 18  S1P • • • • 140 °C • • • • •
F0134-902 21     

S3 • • • • 140 °C • • • • •
F0135-902 21     

S3 • • • • 140 °C • • • • •
F0136-902 20     

S3 • • • 140 °C • • • • •
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR FLEX

F0121-770 23  
S3 • • • • 140 °C • • • • • •

F0122-771 23  
S3 • • • 140 °C • • • • • •

F0125-773 24  S1P • • • 140 °C • • • • • •
F0127-775 26   

S3 • • • • 140 °C • • • • • •
F0128-775 26   

S3 • • • • 140 °C • • • • • •
F0129-947 29    

S3 • • • • 140 °C • • • • • •
F0140-902 27     

S3 • • • • 140 °C • • • • •
F0141-902 27     

S3 • • • • 140 °C • • • • •
F0100-910 29   S1P • • • • 140 °C • • • • • •
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR FIT

F0107-937 34  S1P • • • • 140 °C • • • • •
F0108-937 34  S1P • • • • 140 °C • • • • •
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MASCOT® FOOTWEAR FIT

F0109-937 33  
S3 • • • • 140 °C • • • • •

F0110-937 33  
S3 • • • • 140 °C • • • • •

F0111-937 31  
S3 • • • 140 °C • • • • •

F0113-937 32  
S3 • • • • 140 °C • • • • • •

F0114-937 32  
S3 • • • • 140 °C • • • • • •

F0142-902 36     
S3 • • • • 140 °C • • • • • •

F0143-902 37     
S3 • • • • 140 °C • • • • • •

F0144-902 37     
S3 • • • • 140 °C • • • • • •

MASCOT® FOOTWEAR INDUSTRY

F0220-902 44     
S3 • • 300 °C • • • • M

F0221-902 44     
S3 • • 300 °C • • • • M

F0451-902 39     
S3 • • • 300 °C • • • • • •

F0452-902 41     
S3 • • • 300 °C • • • • • •

F0453-902 41     
S3 • • • 300 °C • • • • • •

F0454-902 42     
S3 • • • 300 °C • • • • • •

F0455-902 42     
S3 • • • 300 °C • • • • • •

F0456-902 43     
S3 • • • 300 °C • • • • • •
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Leather

Leather

Leather

Leather
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MASCOT® FOOTWEAR FIT

F0109-937 33  
S3 • • • • 140 °C • • • • •

F0110-937 33  
S3 • • • • 140 °C • • • • •

F0111-937 31  
S3 • • • 140 °C • • • • •

F0113-937 32  
S3 • • • • 140 °C • • • • • •

F0114-937 32  
S3 • • • • 140 °C • • • • • •

F0142-902 36     
S3 • • • • 140 °C • • • • • •

F0143-902 37     
S3 • • • • 140 °C • • • • • •

F0144-902 37     
S3 • • • • 140 °C • • • • • •

MASCOT® FOOTWEAR INDUSTRY

F0220-902 44     
S3 • • 300 °C • • • • M

F0221-902 44     
S3 • • 300 °C • • • • M

F0451-902 39     
S3 • • • 300 °C • • • • • •

F0452-902 41     
S3 • • • 300 °C • • • • • •

F0453-902 41     
S3 • • • 300 °C • • • • • •

F0454-902 42     
S3 • • • 300 °C • • • • • •

F0455-902 42     
S3 • • • 300 °C • • • • • •

F0456-902 43     
S3 • • • 300 °C • • • • • •
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MASCOT® FOOTWEAR INDUSTRY

F0457-902 43     
S3 • • • 300 °C • • • • • •

F0073-902 46     
S3 • • 300 °C • • • • •

F0074-902 46     
S3 • • 300 °C • • • • •

F0084-902 48     
S3 • • 300 °C • • • • •

F0165-902 47   
S3 • • 300 °C • • • • • A

MASCOT® FOOTWEAR CLASSIC

F0014-901 51  
S3 • • 120 °C • • • • •

F0025-901 51  
S3 • • 120 °C • • • • •

MASCOT® FOOTWEAR CLEAR

F0800-906 59  S1 • • • • • • •
F0801-906 56  S1 • • • • • • •
F0802-906 55  S2 • • • • • • •
F0820-702 60   

NON SAFETY • • • •
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR COVER

F0850-703 65  O4 • • •
F0851-703 64 S4 • • • •
F0852-703 63   S5S5 • • • • •
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MASCOT® FOOTWEAR
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MASCOT® FOOTWEAR INDUSTRY

F0457-902 43     
S3 • • • 300 °C • • • • • •

F0073-902 46     
S3 • • 300 °C • • • • •

F0074-902 46     
S3 • • 300 °C • • • • •

F0084-902 48     
S3 • • 300 °C • • • • •

F0165-902 47   
S3 • • 300 °C • • • • • A

MASCOT® FOOTWEAR CLASSIC

F0014-901 51  
S3 • • 120 °C • • • • •

F0025-901 51  
S3 • • 120 °C • • • • •

MASCOT® FOOTWEAR CLEAR

F0800-906 59  S1 • • • • • • •
F0801-906 56  S1 • • • • • • •
F0802-906 55  S2 • • • • • • •
F0820-702 60   

NON SAFETY • • • •
MASCOT® FOOTWEAR COVER

F0850-703 65  O4 • • •
F0851-703 64 S4 • • • •
F0852-703 63   S5S5 • • • • •
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www.instagram.com/mascot_workwear/

www.youtube.com/mascotinternational

www.linkedin.com/company/mascot-international-as

www.facebook.com/MascotWorkwear
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Mascot International A/S
Silkeborgvej 14 · DK-7442 Engesvang
Tel. +45 87 24 47 00 · Customer service +44 161 504 0960
info@mascotworkwear.com · www.mascotworkwear.com

MASCOT® is a registered trademark, owned by Mascot 
International A/S. - No liability accepted for product 
alterations, price changes, printing errors and inability 
to supply or deliver.


